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Terminal [Jperator's Manual 

This system consists of control and functional 
programs that permit many different text
processing activities to be carried on 
simultaneously through different terminals. 
This manual is a reference manual which 
includes all information required by a 
t~erminal operator t:o use the program. 



This revision (H20-0l85-l) contains many clarifications and Minor 
revisions to 1120-0185-0. It should be ~eviewed in its entirety. The 
mos~ significant changes are: 

1. In the section "Storage Reports" all references to the ATTNq 
action should be replaced by references to ATTN !g, for 
Version 2 and later revisions of the program. 

2. In the section "Storage and Retrieval from Tape", note that 
there is a message "TAPE" printed at the terminal if there 
are any errors in reading ~r writing magnetic tapes. The 
transfer request should be repeated if this message occurs. 

3. In the section "Upper- and Lowercase Chain Printer Output" 
revised overstrike codes are provided in Version 2 and later 
revisions of the program to permit easy recognition of all 
120 characters. 

This publication was prepared for production using the IBM 1440/1460 
AdMinistrative Terminal System. Page impressions for photo-offset 
printing were obtained from a typewriter terminal and then reduced 
15 percent. 

Copies of this and other IBM publications can be obtained through IBM 
Branch Offices. Comments on this publication should be addressed t:o: 
IBH Corporation, Technical Publications Department, 112 East Post 
Road, White Plains, New York 10601. 
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IN'l~RODUCTION 

ThE! IBM Administrative Terminal System CATS) consists of an IBM 1440 
or 1460 Data Proc,essing System conn,Acted by telephone lines to terminals 
which are similar to IBH SELECTRIC Q.9 typewri tars. Wi th the exception 
of a few EJimple computer console functions, operation of the system 
is obtained through the terminal keyboard. 

The system, \"hen properly instructed, can save every keystroke made 
by the operator. To alter the text, the operator directs the system 
to locate the characters to be changed and instructs it in what manner 
these are to be altered. If a copy of a document is requested, the 
system \'Till produce and transmit it to the terminal. 

The system also may be requested to perform any other operations 
defined herein, on stored characters. The operator may, for example, 
request the system to transmit a document to any terminal connected 
to the computer. 
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THE TERMINAL 

GENERAL 

The terminal is an IBM 2741 Communications Terminal which enables 
characters to be transmitted to and received from a computer. The 
terminal is identical to the conventional SELECTRIC typewriter, with 
one exception: An Attention key replaces the Index key and makes 
possible communication bet\'Teen the operator and the computer. The 
layout of the typewriter keyboard is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Admirustrative Terminal System keyboard 

Operation of the 2741 COmMunications Terminal is described in the 
Svstem Reference Library Publication IBM 2741 Communications Terminal 
(A24-34l5) • - -

THE ATTENTION KEY 

Pressing the Attention key siqnals the computer that a request is 
about to be transmitted. Rece~pt of the underscore-backspace from 
the computer signifies that it is ready to receive the request. 

When the carrier rsturn key is pressed after an attention character 
has been received, the system analyzes and inter.prets the request. 
If acceptable, the request is processed. If the request is 
unacceptable, the system types a message indicating that the request 
must be repeated. 

Each request for computer assistance is a sequence of characters that 
begins with the Attention character. Unless otherwise specified, the 
computer responds to this character by typing an underscore followed 
by a backspace, indicating to the operator that the system is ready. 
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ENTERING TEXT 

Characters or documents may be entered into the system in either of 
two different modes. In the uncontrolled mode, the system assumes 
no control over the format of the docurnentr--Fext entered in this 
mode is printed exactly as the system receives it. Normally, this 
mode is used when individual lines have a unique position on the page, 
as in a chart or the heading of a letter. In the automatic mode, the 
computer calculates line and paragraph formatting, the formar--
specifications being supplied by the terminal operator. Automatic 
right margin justification is also a feature of this mode. Two special 
modes (Heading and Footing) are described later in this manual. 

Whenever a new document is to be typed with computer assistance, the 
first request which must be made is a request for either the 
uncontrolled or the automatic modeo (The character seauence for these 
and all other operational requests will be found in Tables 1 and 2 
at the end of the manual. The tables are cross-referenced to the 
sections of this manual which describe each request in detail.) 

When documents are entered into the system in either mode, they are 
entered into the Horking Storage belonging to the terminal from which 
they are entered. ~'Jhile they are in the ~.vorkinq Storage of a terminal, 
many things can be done to them. They may be p~inted, corrected, or 
transmitted to some other terminal or output device. They may also 
bc~ stored in the Permanent Storage of the system and then recalled 
for further processing by any terminal. 

In this and following sections, the attention, carrier return, tab, 
and backspace characters will be denoted by ATTN, CR, TAB, and BKSP, 
respectively. 

UNCONTROLLED MODE 

All text entered in the uncontrolled mode will be printed back exactly 
as it is entered. All tabs, backspaces, spaces, and carrier returns 
will be saved by the COMputer whether text appears on the line or 
not. Special care must be taken with the carrier return key, as extra 
carrier returns will appear as blank lines on the printed document. 
The uncontrolled mode is especially suited for text requiring a unique 
position on the page: formulas, tabular material, the inside address 
of letters, etc. 

The request for this mode is: 

ATTN u CR 

'<There AT,]~N signifies the first entry of a new line. The computer 
responds by typing: 

UNCONTROLLED MODE 

to acknowledge receipt of the request. 
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An example of copy prepared in the uncontrolled mode might be: 

u 
UNCONTROLLED MODE 

Tovs 
--~-

Bicycles 
Books 
Garnes 
Dolls 

Availability 

2 weeks 
6 weeks 
3 months 
5 days 

Cost 

$35.00 
$ 5.00 
$ 6.00 
$ 4.95 

Text that should not be broken up (such as the above example) is 
sometimes split between pages. This can be avoided by typing the 
number of the lines needed·on the page before the following text is 
printed out. The above example might then appear: 

u7 
UNCONTROLLED HODE 

Bicycles 
Books 
Games 
Dolls 

Availabilitv 

2 \-leeks 
6 'Y'eeks 
3 months 
5 days 

* 
Cost 

$35.00 
$ 5.00 
$ 6.00 
$ 4.95 

Hhen the computer is preparing the text to be typed back to the 
terminal, the 7 following the u indicates that no more text should 
be typed on the page unless there is space for seven lines. Thus, 
the lines of copy shown would appear all on one page. 

In a siMilar manner, a page may be ended at any point selected by the 
operator if the u is followed by a number greater than any possible 
number of lines that could remain on the page. The number selected 
is usually 99, as seldom will anyone be working with a page size that 
would contain 99 lines of text. This request might appear as follows: 

as stated previously by the district 
Director. 
u99 
UNCONTROLLED MODE 
CHAPTER II 

Collection-Procedures 

This causes the typeout to terminate before the ,;.yords CHAPTER II and 
eject to a new page. 

All lines typed in the uncontrolled mode are numbered sequentially 
by the computer. This is done internally; no line number appears on 
the naper. This procedure allows the operator to refer to previously 
entered text for correction or editing purposes. 

NOTE: Even a line consisting solely of a carrier return character 
~s numbered and can be referenced at a later time by the operator .• 
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AUTOMATIC MODE 

The automatic mode is especially suited to straiqht text. The operator 
specifies line width and other formatting requirements, but the 
computer determines where each word will be printed on the page. If 
so requested, the computer will also justify (make straight margins 
on both i~he left and right sides of the text) the portions of a 
document entered in the automatic mode. The operator is free to 
s~ritch back and forth between the automatic and uncontrolled modes 
on the same document whenever necessary. 

The automatic mode is requested by typing the sequence: 

ATTN a CR 

where AT,]~N signifies the first entry of a new 1 ine. The computer 
responds to this request by typing: 

AUTOHATIC HODE 

Text in the automatic mode is manipulated and numbered by the computer 
in "units It. (1\ unit is agy segment of text, usually a sent,ence, that 
is prefaced ana roITowed v a C'iou61ecarrIer return.)- If a unit rs
tOo· long, corrections wilr-be difficult. In the automatic mode, the 
numbering of units is similar to the numbering of lines in the 
uncontrolled mode. Three units might be typed as follows: 

John Glenn has just boarded the mis
sile gantry. 

His last words were to the effect that 
he wasn't nervous. 

All control systems had been completely 
checked out. 

When printing is requested, these units will be printed one following 
the other to make the desired line width. A hyphen occurring as the 
last character of a line ,.,ill be eliminated if the complete word is 
formatted by the computer on a single line. Nhere hyphens are desired 
reqardless of ~vhere formatted margins occur, the hyphenated word must 
originally be entered as a single word without breaking it with a 
carrier return. 

Paragraphs are indicated in this mode by typing one or more tab 
chj~racters at the beginning of the first unit of the paragraph. The 
number of tab characters typed on the first line of that unit controls 
thl~ format for the first line of the paragraph. A paragraph to be 
printed as a block with no indentations is indicated by typing a 
single tab at the beginning of the first line of the first unit of 
that paragraph. 



As Entered 

The 77974Q assembler 
does not yet read cards. 

This has made program 
checkout difficult. 

lAS Printed 

The 77974Q assembler does 
not yet read cards. This 
has made program checkout 
difficult. 

The first line of the first unit in the above (left) example began 
with a single tab. The first unit was ended with a double carrier 
return and the second unit was then entered with no tabs. vJhen printed 
back in the example on the right, the paragraph was printed flush, 
with no indentations, and the two units were run together. 

Indentation is specified in relation to the positions of the tab stops 
set by tIle operator (see "Format Control" in the section "Entering 
Text"). A paragraph to be printed with the first line indented to 
the second tab stop, for example, is indicated by typing exactly tw'o 
tab characters at the beginning of the first line of the first unit 
of that paragraph. 

As Entered 

The 77974Q 
assembler does not yet 
read caras. 

This has made program 
checkout difficult. 

11.s Printed 

The 77974Q 
assembler does not yet 
read cards. This has 
made program checkout 
difficult. 

The first line of the example above was indented two tab stops and, 
as the example on the right shows, two tabs were used when printing 
back. rulY number of tabs may be used, and as long as the number is 
greater than one, that many tab stops will be used to indent the first 
line of the paragraph. 

If indentation to the first tab stop of all the lines following the 
first line of the printed paragraph is desired, then one tab character 
must be typed at the beginning of the second line of the first unit 
of that paragraph. 

As .J::ntered 

The 77974Q assembler 
does not yet read 

cards. 

This has maae program 
checkout oifficult. 

As Printed 

The 77974Q assembler does 
not yet read cards. 
This has made program 
checkout difficult. 

In the above example, only one tab was used on the first line and, 
according to the rule, there is no first line indentation. The second 
line of the first unit, however, is indented one tab stop and, when 
it was printed back, all the lines except the first were indented one 
stop. The second line of the first unit controls the indentation for 
the entire paragraph. Any number of tabs, including one, may be 
entered on this line and the body of the text will be indented that 
far. No matter how many units make up the paragraph, only the second 
line of the first unit need be indented for this type of format. T'he 
first unit must, of course, be at least two lines long. 
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By combining the indenting of the first line and the second line of 
the first unit of a paragraph, it is possible to get an indented 
blocked paragraph. 

As Entered !l.s Printed 

cards. 

The 77974Q assembler 
does not yet read 

Hargin 

'1~his has made program 
checkout difficult. 

The 77974Q assembler 
does not yet read 
cards. This has made 
program checkout 
difficult. 

In the above example, two tabs were used on the first line to cause 
t.wo tabs to be used when printing back the first line. The two tabs 
used on the second line of the first unit cause all following lines 
to be printed back with two tabs. 

It is possible that a small portion of a paragraph will fallon one 
page while the bulk of it is carried over to the next. This is 
obviously undesirable and tends to make reading more difficult. To 
avoid this, numbers may be entered after the "a" in the request for 
the automatic mode. For example: 

ATTN a 7 CR 

i.nstruct.s the computer to print no further text on the page unless 
t~here are seven available lines remaining on the paper. Any number 
up to 999 may be used with this request. Operators frequently find 
i.t conv(i~nient to end a page with this action by using a larger number 
of lines than could possibly be on the page, such as: 

ATTN a 99 CR 

For example, a page might end thus: 

however, the situation in the department 
is rapidly improving. 

a99 
AUTOMATIC MODE 

!!.~ !2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Secretary 

The key to good relations with your 
secretary is basically appreciation. 

~'JARNING: BeforE: making an attention request in the automatic mode, 
the current unit must be .ended by two carrier returns. If an attention 
request (with the exception of ATTN BACKSPACE and ATTN Cn) is requested 
before a unit has been ended, the computer will type: 

hND YOUR UNIT 

and ignore the request. In general, the correct action when the above 
message is received is to depress the carrier return and then reenter 
the attention request. 
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It is possible to suppress the one-line space that is normally inserted 
between paragraphs of text entered in the automatic mode when it is 
printed. This is done by entering the letter "s" after the "a" in 
the request for automatic mode. For example: 

ATTn as eR 

When the following text is printed no spaces will be inserted between 
paragraphs. This will continue for all text entered until an ATTN u 
or ATTN a request without an tIs" is received. If it is desired to 
both suppress spaces between paragraphs and prevent a small section 
of text from ap~earing at the bottom of a page, either of the follo~ling 
requests may be used: 

ATTN as DIGIT(S) CR 

ATTN a DIGIT(S) s CR 

"DIGIT(S)" is the minimum number of lines that must be available at 
the bottom of the page as described above. 

ADDITIONAL LINES 

It is often desirable to skip a specified number of lines when printing 
a document. Perhaps space is needed for a chart, photograph, or 
signature. It is possible to enter the desired number of lines while 
in the uncontrolled mode by consecutive carrier returns. Alternatively, 
the request: 

ATTN + DIGIT(S) CR 

will cause the computer to skip the number of lines specified by 
DIGIT(S) when the document is printed. For example: 

+8 

,.,ill cause eight carrier returns to occur when the document is print:ed 
back. This will result in 8 or 16 lines depending on the setting of 
the single or double space selection lever. 

If the request exceeds the number of lines remaining on a page, these 
lines will be stepped off on the next page. If the number of additional 
lines requested exceeds the number of lines specified for a page, a 
single blank page will be ejected with heading and footing if present. 

In the automatic mode, the plus lines action is the only method of 
insert~ng blank spaces on a page. The request is entered at the left
hand margin as the first entry of a new unit. If the operator fails 
to end the previous unit before entering the plus lines request, the! 
computer will type: 

END YOUR UNIT 
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FORMAT CON'l'ROL 

Tab Stopf'!, 

If tabs are to be used, it is necessary to convey the position of the 
tab stops to the computer. This is done by the request: 

ATTN! (sequence of dashes and t's) CR 

This action is necessary to allow the computer to format the necessary 
tabs for printout. Accuracy in indicating the required number of 
st.ops is essential. An incorrect number of tabs transmitted to the 
computer will cause errors in printout. 

The entry of the tab stops might appear on the paper as follows: 

l---t---t--------t-----tt--------t-t 

where the t indicates a tab stop which is set and the dash a tab stop 
not set. Since ·the computer will retain the last setting of the tab 
stops indefinitely, the tab setting action need be taken only once, 
or when it is necessary to change the settings. 

NOTh: The exclrunation mark (I) occupies the first character position, 
which cannot be used for a tab stop. 

HINT: It is often uesirable to have the first tab stop in the second 
charactel.' position. rrhis allows block-style paragraphs to be entered 
in a natural format. 

'l'a.bs should be used in preparing a document only when necessary. 
Ta.bles and other material likely to be retrieved by several terminals 
should be typed using spaces so that variations in tab rack settings 
will not produce undesirable printing. 

Lines on a Page 

The computer mus·t be instructed how many lines are available on each 
page. For example, if the paper has a capacity of only 40 lines and 
there is a greater number of lines available for printing out, the 
number of available lines is conveyed to the computer by the action: 

ATTN I DIGIT(S} CR 

This will appear on the paper: 

140 

rl'ile computer will then divide the copy into pages of 40 lines each. 
This number includes, any heading or footing lines which may be printed 
(see the section "Special Hodes") • 

The number of lines per page may be set from 5 through 999. If a 
number less than or greater than these limits is selected, the computer 
will type: 

UNACCEP'l'ABLE NUHBER 

and ignore the request. 
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Printing Element Identification 

One of the features of the SELEc'rRIC typewriter terminal is that the 
printing elements may be interchanged to allow use of different 
typefaces. This feature, however, causes an ambiguity with the numeral 
one. For example, the L\lanifold element prints the numeral one when 
the "1" key is depressed. However, when the Courier element is used, 
the "1" key causes a right bracket to be typed, since the lowercase 
"L" serves double duty by printing a "1". In order to have "l".s print 
as "l"s in system messages and storage reports (see "Storage Report" 
in the section "Storing the Document") the computer must know which 
element is currently being used. This information is conveyed by the 
action 

ATTN 1 1 CR 

where "1" is entered by depressing the key that prints as "1". 
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PRINTING A DOCUM~NT 

Any of five types of printing requests may be made for text entered 
int,o a Working Storage of a terminal. These are described below. 

PRIN'rING 

The request for printing is made by the action: 

ATTN P DIGITS cn 

where DIGITS is the desired number of characters per line and is 
between 30 and 130, inclusive. All text previously entered in the 
j.\.utomatic mode will be printed wi th 'the indicated width or less. For 
example, if the request ATTN p 45 CR is entered, the right-hand margin 
will be 45 character positions from the left-hand margin. Since no 
words are automaticall~' hyphenated, the majority of the lines will 
be slightl.y less than 45 characters; however, a maximum line of 45 
characters may be printed. Text entered in the uncontrolled mode 
will be printed exactly as entered. If no digits are entered, the 
computer will use a number of its own selection. The ATTN p request 
would appear as follows: 

When the print request is made, the computer will respond by typing: 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 

and wait for the operator to load fresh paper, an offset duplicating 
mat, or a stencil~ During this idling period the keyboard is unlocked 
and variable text may be entered just as when the stop printing request 
(see the section "Stop Codes") is encountered. It is also possible 
to stop all further printing by using BKSP ATTN. When the Attention 
key is again depressed, the keyboard will be locked and printing will 
begin. The underscore-backspace usually printed by the computer upon 
receipt of this attention character is suppressed and does not appear 
on the printed document. 

JUSTIFICA'rION 

Justified printing is accomplished only with text entered in the 
automatic mode. Text entered in the uncontrolled mode will be printed 
exactly as entered. Justification is requested by the sequence: 

ATTN j DIGITS eR 

where DIGI'rS is the number of characters' desired on each line and is 
bet'ween 30 and 130, inclusive. If no digits are entered, the computer 
will use a number of its own selection. When this request is received 
by the computer, it will respond by typing: 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 
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Fresh paper may then be loaded into the typewriter and any variable 
text entered. Upon the next depression of the Attention key, the 
keyboard will be locked and printing will begin. The underscore
backspace usually printed by the computer upon receipt of this Attention 
character is suppressed and does not appear on the printed document. 

Justification is accomplished by padding spaces between words. This 
procedure will insert spaces from right to left on the first line and 
from left to right on the second line and so forth. This technique 
prevents anyone side of the printed area from appearing lighter or 
more open than tne other side. 

NOTE: A word of caution is in order when underscoring. Since, to the 
computer, a word is a group of characters separated by spaces, 
underscoring should always look like this (underscoring each word 
before typing the next), an~ver-riKe·this. That is, a \vord to bE~ 
unuerscored should be typed, backspaced over, and then underscored 
before going on to tne next word. Incorrect underscoring will produce 
an unacceptable document when it is printed. This rule of underscoring 
should be observed when in tne automatic mode if there is a possibility 
of the text being separated when printed out. 

PRINTING AS ~NTERED 

Occasionally it is desirable to be able to print the text exactly as 
it was entered. This allows the operator to check to be sure that 
all the text was entered correctly, and that insertions, deletions, 
and erasures were properly .executed. This request is made by the 
sequence: 

A'1'TN P ZERO CR 

where ZERO is the number o. The computer will respond to this reque~st 
by typing: 

SIGNAL \vHEN READY 

printing will begin upon the next depression of the Attention key. 
In addition to the text, the computer will also type out all u, a, 
+, h, and f requests. Stop codes within the text will print as 
underscores and will not stop the printing. Heading and footing lines 
will Hot be printed at the top and bottom of each page. 

PRINTING WITH UNIT clUMBERS 

In making corrections to documents it is necessary to know the unit 
numbers of each piece of text being cllanged. (Each line of text 
entered in uncontrolled mode is considered a unit.) l'. special mode 
of printing, with or without justification, is available that displays 
in the right margin of the page the unit number of the last unit of 
text that begins on that line. (in a few rare cases, the unit number 
may be omitted.) This mode of printing will occur whenever the lett~er 
"n" is added to an ATTN p or A'l'TN j request. Any of the following 
sequences can be used: 

A'l'TN P n CR 
ATTN P n DIGITS CR 
A'l''l'N P DIGITS n CR 
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ATTN P n ZERO CR 
ATTN P ZERO n CR 
ATTN j n cn 
I.T'l'N j n DIGITS CR 
A'r1'N j DIGITS n CP. 

Except for the unit numbers in the right margin, the prin-ted text 
will look exactly like that produced by the same attention request 
without the "nil included. 

PRINTING A PARTICULAR PAGE 

Sometimes it will be necessary to begin printing on a particular line 
or unit of a multipage document. This can be accomplished with either 
the ATTN p or ATTN j action by following the line width with a tab 
and then typing the line number where printing is to begin. 

Examples are: 

AT1'N P 65 TAB 397 CR 

or 

ATTN j 75 TAB 265 CR 

In either of the above two examples, the number following the tab is 
the line number of the first line to be printed. In effect, this 
action allows the option of beginning a printout at any page that is 
desired, or to see the effect of formatting the last few lines or 
units entered. From the line or unit number given, a full page will 
be typed containing the number of lines given with the ATTN ! action 
(see "Format Control" in the section "Entering Text"). Following 
pages will be printed in order as usual. Heading and footing lines 
will not be printed. 

HEPRIN'l'ING 

SometimE~s it is desirable to reprint a page, either because multiple 
copies are desired or because of a computer failure. In the latter 
case, if the computer should fail while the document is being printed, 
the reprint action will begin printing at the top of the page where 
failure occurred. With a multipage document, this feature is very 
important to maintain proper page numbers as well as to get a complete 
copy of the page. 1'he request for reprint is made by typing: 

The canputer will respond to this request by typing: 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 

Upon depression of the Attention key, reprinting will begin from the 
top of the page last printed. 

Note that this is a duplicating action; it should be requested only 
if the text was previously printed. Also, since the action is a 
J:'equest for an exact duplicate, no line width is necessary or permitted. 
If either of these restrictions is violated, that is, if a reprint 
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is requested when the text was not previously printed or the request 
is followed with digits to indicate a line width, the computer will 
type: 

ILLEGAL 1'.CTION 

and ignore the request. 

The reprint action may not be requested if lines were called out for 
correction between the last printing and the reprint request. If the 
operator inadvertently attempts this, the computer will type: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

NOTE: If a reprint of a page is desired in a multipage document, the 
printing of the rest of the pages must be aborted by the action, BKSP 
ATTN, before the reprint is requested. 
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CORREc'rION PROCBDURES 

LINE DELETION 

When entering text in the uncontrolled mode, the request: 

ATTN CR 

will erase the entire line being typed. This request may be made 
anywhere on the line and is particularly useful in deleting lines 
containing tab and backspace characters entered when the tab stops 
and margins are set. An example of a deletion might appear as: 

What I really want to say is_ 

In the automatic mode, the delete request will erase the entire unit 
being entered, regardless of the number of lines that make up the 
unit. An example of the deletion in the automatic mode might appear 
as follows: 

Some people, as you know, are 
careless with their money to the 
point where they give it away 
indiscriminately to every beggar 
on tile street. 

In the above example, the entire unit (all five lines) will be deleted 
by the ATTN CR action. 

The easiE~st way to delete a line or unit of text that has already 
been completely entered is to use an erase request. (see "Erasing 
Sections of Text (Bulk Erase)" below). 

CHARACTER ERASING 

It is possible to correct individual characters entered on the terminal. 
When a miskeying occurs, the operator may depress the httention key 
and backspace as far as desired. As the printing element passes over 
each character position, that character is erased from system storage. 
The correct characters may then be entered. A typical correction 
might look like this: 

Hy aunt is a sag_person. 

The backspace key on the terminal may be "typamatic", that is, it 
operates continuously as long as it is depressed. If the operator 
should backspace further than desired, typing must again begin where 
the element stops. All characters, incorrect or not, passing under 
the element by this procedure are erased. 

When a Tab key is pressed, the printing element may move across many 
character positions. When the operator attempts to erase by attention
backspacing over a tab character, this should erase all the characters 
that were covered by the tab. The second backspace given after 
attention-backspacing over a tab would indicate the erasure of the 
character immediately to the left of the character position at the 
beginning of the tab. These characters would almost certainly be far 
to the left of the printing element and the rule that characters 
passing under the printing element during an attention-backspace 
action are erased would be violated~ For this reason attention-
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backspacing over a tab character is not permitted. Should the operator 
inadvertently attempt to use the erase procedure incorrectly, the 
computer will respond by typing: 

LINE CANCELED 

The operator must then enter that line again, not the entire unit in 
automatic mode. To make a correction that would involve attention
backspacing over a tab, the line or unit should be ended and then 
called out using the replacement feature as explained in the next 
section. 

REFERENCING PREVIOUSLY ENTERED TEXT 

As previously mentioned in the section "Entering Text", all text 
entered into the system is numbered. In the uncontrolled mode it is 
numbered by the line; in the automatic mode it is numbered by the 
unit. To ascertain the number of a line or unit, the request: 

A'rTN n CR 

is entered as the first entry of a new line. The computer will respond 
by typing: 

NExrr NUMBER -- xxxx 

where xxxx is the number of the next line to be entered. In other 
words, if the operator has just finished typing line or unit number 
17, the computer will type: 

NEXT NUMBER -- 18 

After the number of a line or unit is ascertained, the corresponding 
text may be called out for erasing, editing, or deletion. To call 
out the desired line or unit the operator enters: 

ATTN DIGIT(S) CR 

at the beginning of a new line, where DIGIT(S) is the number of the 
desired unit. For example, if an error were found in the 15th unit 
of the document, the computer would type out the erroneous unit upon 
receiving the request ATTN 15 CR. The standard correction or deletion 
procedures can then be applied as if the unit had just been typed. 
l~n example might appear as follows: 

The new look in fashion this year 
is bright colors, particularly orange 
and black, with modified bodice and 
three quarter length sleeps._ 

ves. 

In the above example, unit 15 was called out to correct the incorrectly 
spelled word "sleeves". The platen was rolled back manually, and the 
attention-backspace procedure was used to correct the word. 

To avoid unnecessary printing of large amounts of text, the computer 
can be instructed to stop printing after the last unique correct word 
when calling out a line or unit. The request is: 

ATTN DIGIT(S) TAB WORD CR 
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wheJCe DIGIT(S) is the number of the line or unit and WORD is the last 
unique valid word (or phrase) in the unit. Printing will stop following 
the word and all subsequent text in that unit will be discarded. It 
should be remembered that a word to the computer is separated by 
spaces, tabs, stop codes, or carrier returns. For example: 

Sanguinely, Tan said "Sibboleth". 

'1'0 SJet the computer to stop printing before the incorrectly spelled 
word "sibboleth", the action for calling out this sentence would be: 

AT'llN 2 TAB SAID cn 

NOlIE:: Since all shift characters are ignored vlhen making a comparison 
for the indicated word, the word SAID may be entered in either upper
or lowercase with this action. 

If the delete action (ATTN CR) is used when a line or unit is called 
out, the deleted line or unit is automatically erased from system 
storage. The computer will then renumber the following text as though 
the deletec..l unit had never been entered. 

If the opel:ator should inadvertently callout the wrong line ,. no harm 
is done. In the uncontrolled mode, a carrier return may be made and 
the correct line called out. In the automatic mode, a double carrier 
return must be entered before another number is requested. Of course 
if printing stopped on the word indicated in what was found to be the 
wrong line, that line must be retyped from that point to the end. 

If the operator should accidentally attempt to request another number 
without indicating the end of a unit (double carrier return) when 
calling out text in the automatic modis, the computer will respond by 
typing: 

END YOUR UN I'!' 

This message would also be printed if a line consisting solely of a 
CR were called out in the uncontrolled mode and not "put back" (by 
pressing the return key with or without other characters) before 
making a new attention request. In general, the correct action when 
the above message is received is to depress the carrier return and 
then re-enter the attention request. 

In addition to calling out a line and stopping on a word, it is 
possible to replace words or phrases imbedded within a unit. This 
is accomplished by the action: 

ATTN DIGIT (S) TAB ORIGINAL TAB REPLACE!>1ENT CR 

where ORIGINAL is the existing word or phrase and REPLACEr.1ENT is what 
is to be inserted. The correction (REPLACEHENT) may be longer or 
shorter than the original. It should be emphasized that the incorrect 
word or phrase (ORIGINAL) must be exactly duplicated in the attention 
request, including all errors, backspaces and overstriking. If a 
phrase is entered (ORIGINAL), it may not overlap a line in the original 
entr:y of the unit designated. The comparison for phrases always 
begins anew when the computer scans a tab, carrier return or stop 
code in the original text stream. If the computer is successful in 
locating the word or phrase to be replaced, the unit will be printed 
with the correction (REPLACEHBNT) inserted. If the computer is not 
successful, the original unit will be printed intact. In either case 
additional correction actions may be taken as in the standard calling 
out a line procedure. 
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HINT: Tab Characters at the beginning of a line may be replaced along 
WIth the first word of a line. 

It is illegal to callout lines containing operational requests (ATTN 
a, l;1TTN u, etc.). Should the operator attempt this the computer vvill 
type: 

ILLEGAL l\CTION 

The operator may then ask for another number. 

HINT: These units may be displayed if an insertion request (see 
I3eT0w) is made and then cancelled with ATTN CR. 

If the operator attempts to callout a unit which contains a stop 
code (see "Stop Codes") on other than the last line of the unit, the 
unit in question will be printed only to the carrier return which 
forces the stop code to be on the last line. 

If a line called out in the uncontrolled mode consists solely of a 
carrier return, the printing element will go into the upshift condition 
and return to downshift. To the operator, the ball will appear to 
"wiggle" • 

It is possible that, while in one mode (the uncontrolled mode, for 
example) the operator might reference text entered in the other Mode 
(the automatic mode). This would create a problem, since the computer 
could not determine which mode should be used when the document is 
printed. As a consequence, the computer checks for this possibility 
and, should it occur, responds by typing: 

"AI' HODE REQUIRED 
or 

"U" HOD1:; PJ:.:QUIRED 

where "A" or "U" is the mode in effect when the line or unit was first 
entered. After changing to the correct mode the text may be referenced 
without difficulty. 

INSER'l'IONS 

Often in tables and sometimes in text it is necessary to insert new 
information. 'l'his is possible by the insertion request: 

l\.T'l'N i DIGIT (8) CP. 

where DIGI'r (8) is the nUlllber of the line or unit immediately preceding 
the place where tne insertion is to be made. To reassure the operator 
that tile text is being inserted in the proper place, the computer 
types the first few words of the line or unit referenced. The next 
line or unit entered will be inserted automatically after that point. 
All lines or units subsequent to where the insertion was made will 
then be renumbered. If, after the computer types out the first few 
words of the preceding line or unit, it is found that the wrong number 
was given, the delete action (ATTN CR) should be entered to cancel 
tne insert request. 
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It. is illegal to try to insert automatic mode units vlhen in the 
uncontrolled mode or uncontrolled mode lines when in the automatic 
mode. If this is attempted, the computer will type: 

"A" HOD1:; REQUIPED 
or 

"U" NODE H1:;QUIRED 

If: the unit of text being inserted is not ended properly (one carrier 
return in uncontrolled mode, two carrier returns in automatic mode) 
before the next attention action is taken, an error message will be 
printed on the terminal. If the message 

END YOUR UNIT 

is typed, the Carrier Retu~n Key should be struck the proper number 
of times and the attention action typed again. If the message is 

LINE CANCELLED 

is typed the last line entered should be typed again. This message 
does not delete earl~er lines of a unit in the automatic mode. 

In addition to inserting text it is possible to insert certain 
operational requests. For example, conditional page ejection request 
may be inserted. In the automatic mode, this action would appear as 
follows: 

ATTN i DIGIT(S) CR 
ATTN a DIGIT(S) CR 

Assume the paragraph beginning with unit 15 should not be printed 
unless there are four lines left on the page. This might appear on 
the terminal as follows: 

i15 
The problem on Broadway 
a4 

Other actions that may be inserted in this manner are: 

~TTN u DIGIT(S) CR 
ATTN uc CR 
ATTN + DIGIT{S) eR 

NOTE: If any attention action is inserted in the middle of a paragraph 
Inthe automatic mode, the paragraph will be ended at that point. 

HINT: When insertions are being made, it is easiest to begin correcting 
adOcument from the end. This will mean that there will be no changes 
in the unit numbers of text that has not yet been corrected. 

HOVING SECTIONS OF '!'EXT (BULK MOVE) 

Occasionally it is necessary to rearrange paragraphs or sections of 
a document into a different order from that used when the document 
was created. Perhaps a table typed in the uncontrolled mode must be 
inserted in the middle of text typed in the automatic mode. These 
functions are also available in ATS .• 
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The operator must first decide after what point the new material is 
to be placed. The insert request is then made referencing that line 
or unit number. A small part of the text corresponding to that number 
is typed out by the computer and the keyboard unlocked. To condition 
the system to prepare for a bulk move request, the operator keys: 

l\T'l'~'-l' DIGIT (S) TAB DIGrr (S) cn 

The first DIGIT(S) refers to the first line or unit of the section 
of text to be moved and the second DIGIT(S) refers to the last number 
in that section. The second DIGIT(S) field may be omitted, in which 
case only a single line or unit will be affected by the action. 

The system will type out a single line consisting of a small part of 
the first and last lines or units indicated, stopping at the end of 
that line. If this printout shows any error in line designation, the 
entire request may be canceled by pressing the Carrier Return Key. 
If there is no error, AT'l'N CR will cause the text to be erased from 
its present location and moved to its new location internally. 
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LRASING SEC1'IONS OF 'l'EX'l' (BULK LRASE) 

Erasing individual lines or units in a document is possible by callinlJ 
out that line (see "Referencing Previously Entered Text"), then 
st:riking tIle At-tention and Carrier Return Keys. In addi tion to being 
time-consuming when many lines must be called out, this procedure 
does not apply to lines beginning with the attention character. In 
such cases the bulk erase should be used. 

The bulk erase action is taken by typing: 

ATTN e DIGIT(S) TAB DIGIT(S) CR 

where the first DIGIT(S) refers to the first line or unit of the 
section of text to be erased and the second DIGIT(S) refers to the 
last number in that section. The second DIGIT(S) field may be omitted, 
in which case only a single line or unit will be affected by the 
action. The system will type out a single line consisting of a small 
portion of the first and last lines or units indicated, stopping at 
the end of that line. At that point, ~le printout represents the 
ent.ire section of text. If there is no question that the text is to 
be erased or deleted, that line must. be deleted with J\1'TN C'R.. If the 
operator does not wish the erasure to take place, only the CR should 
be keyed. This is similar to deleting documents in permanent storage 
(s€~e "DelE=ting a DoclL.'11ent from Storage" in the section "Storing a 

Document") and to moving sections of text discussed in the previous 
section. 

'l'wo examples of bulk erase follow: 

01847 9999 
'5.4.8 Helpful Hints (1'0) 1'1any of the irrita 
NEXT NUMBER -- 1847 
e27 
+2 (TO) +2 
NEXT NU1·1BLR =- 1846 

WhE::n an erase is completed, the NEXT NUl1BER message is automatically 
emi.tted. 'rhe act of erasing sections of text sometimes causes the 
sys.tem to generate, automatically, an ATTN-a or I'lTTN-u necessary to 
ins.ure proper formatting. 'l'hese are numbered, but because of their 
aut.omatic generation may not be considered by the operator when 
referring to other lines. The typing of the next number should aid 
in ascertaining the correct numbers of text as stored in the computer. 

The number 9999 may be used to indicate the last line of the document. 
'l'his is useful when erasing from a given point to the end. 

If the operator keys a secon~ field of DIGIT(S) which is not greater 
than or equal to the first field, or if any DIGIT(S) designates a 
number for text not yet keyed (except 9999), the system will type: 

UNACCEPTABLE NUHBER 

and ignore the erase request. The operator is then free to make any 
desired system request. This action will cause the automatic deletion 
of trailing AT11N-u and A1'TN-a lines at the end of the document. 1'he 
terminal will be in the same mode as when the request was made. 
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An example of a bulk move might be: 

i347 
B EXIT RETURN T 

454 492 
******************** 
NEXT NUMBER -- 671 

(TO) XX14 DC =1 

When a move is completed, the NEXT NUl"lBER message is printed 
automatically. 'l'he act of moving uncontrolled mode text into automatic 
mode sections causes the system to generate, automatically, the ATTN
a's or ATTN-u's necessary to insure proper formatting. These are 
numbered, but because of their automatic generation, may not be 
considered by the operator when referring to other lines. The typing 
of the next number should aid in ascertaining the correct numbers of 
text as stored in the computer. 

The number 9999 may be used to indicate the last line of the document. 
This would be useful when something is typed at -the end of a document, 
then moved to its proper place. For example: 

n 
NEXT NUI-lBER -- 142 

-- END OF SECTION 4 --

i82 
"A" MODE REQUIRED 
a 
AU'1'OHATIC HaDE 

i82 
In summary, the system is 

142 9999 

NEXT ~UMBER -- 147 

If the operator keys a second field of DIGIT(S) which is not greater 
than or equal to the first field, or if any DIGIT(S) designates a 
number for text not yet keyed (except 9999), the system \vill type: 

LINL CANCELED 

and permit tne operator to select another range of llumbers wi thout~ 
taking the insert action again. It will also do this if the range 
of numbers specified encompasses the number specified on the insert 
request itself. If the operator does not wish to try another range 
of numbers, the insert must be aborted with ATrrN CR action before any 
other action can be taken. 

'1'his action will cause the automatic deletion of l\T'1'N-a anel l\'I'TN-u 
lines at the end of the document. The terminal, however, \'1ill be 
left in the same mode as when the action was ma.de. For example, if 
the action is taken while the terminal is in the uncontrolled mode 
and automatic mode text is moved to the end of the document, a.n ATTN
u line will be generated to restore the terminal to the uncontrolled 
mode. 
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STOP CODES 

Nhen the Bystem is in the process of printing a document, it locks 
the keyboard, denying the operator access to the text until it is 
finished. Sometimes it is desirable, however, to key variable 
information, change printing elements, or alter margin stops. In 
or,der to do this, the operator may key a "stop printing" request in 
the: appropriate position. This is accomplished by giving the request: 

ATTN ATTN CHARACTER 

whe:re CHARACTER is any character except backspace, carrier, return, 
or a shift:. This request, unlike most operational requests, may be 
ent.ered anywhere on the page. (Nhen entering a stop code at the left 
margin, the seque:nce SPACE, BKSP, ATTN, ATTN, CHARACTER, must be used 
to differentiate it from other requests beginning with ATTN.) 

WARNING: If stop codes are included in text entered in the automatic 
mode, this text should not be printed with the ATTN j action (justified 
printing). The line containing the stop code will not be correctly 
justified and will probably run past the right margin. Use the 
uncontrolled mode to enter lines containing stop codes, if the document 
is to be printed with justification. 

An example of a Stop Code might appear on the page as follows: 

u 
UNCONTROLLED HODE 

It is our pleasure, Mr. , to welcome you 
to our organization and we know that you will 
appreciate the personal interest we take with 
our employees. 

On the first line of the above unit, a stop code (ATTN ATTN COMr>iA.) 
,,,,as entered after the ,",ord "Hr." Nhen this document is printed, 
typing '''ill stop after the "'Tord "Mr." and a name may be entered. 
Upon depression of the attention key, printing will resume, beginning 
with the "," (cornna). 

When the computer reaches this code, it will stop printing and unlock 
the keyboard. The terminal can then be operated without computer 
assistance. It is not possible to enter operational requests while 
the system is idling at a stop code. Upon depression of the attention 
key, computer-con·trolled printing will resume. As explained above, 
the normal erase and delete procedur1es are not available while at a 
stop code. If an error should be made while variable text is being 
inserted, or if a serious error should be found in previously printed 
text, the operator can eliminate all unnecessary printing that \'lOuld 
normally follow by typing BKSP ATTN. When this exact sequence is 
detected by the computer, it unlocks the keyboard and does not print 
the remaining text. The operator may then take any desired action. 

When a line containing a stop code is called out, the platen will 
index twice at the point at which the stop code was entered. A line 
entered wi.th a stop code and called out might appear as follows: 

Entered: Ne are happy to acknowledge your order 
of for $400.00. 

Called out: Ne are happy to acknowledge your order 
of 

for $400.00. 
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If the operator attempts to callout a unit which contains a stop 
code on other than the last line of the unit, the unit in question 
will be printed only to the eR which forces the stop code to be on 
the last line. 
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SPECIAL HODBS 

li~ADING ;;10Dl:. 

It is often necessary for a heading, such as the title and chapter 
heading of a book or manual, to appear on every page of a document 
excl~pt the first. '1'his may be done automatically using the heading 
modI;. Copy entered once in the heading mode will appear at the top 
of I;very page of the document except the first. 

The heading mode is like the uncontrolled mode in that all copy will 
be ~yped back exactly as it was entered. The mode is initiated by 
typing: 

A'l"l'N h CR 

Upon receipt: of this reques t, the computer wi 11 respond: 

HEADING ;''10DE 

A stop code entered in this mode has a special meaning. It is 
interpreted as a request for automatic page numbering. If a stop 
COdE~ is en'tered, tile page number will be printed on every page 
(besrinning wi bl the second) immediately following the stop code. No 
actual stop, however, will occur. 

The following is an example of how the entered heading and printout 
may appear (h is tne result of typing ATTN h CR; similarly for ~, i, 
etc4') : -

il 
HEADING i"iODI:.; 
TOY HANUFACTURERS' CONFERENCE December 25, 1964 

a 
AUTOHATIC 1·10DE 

The " __ " is a stop code and was entered by the sequence: DASH AT'rN 
AT'l'N DASd. 'l'he top of page 2 of this document would be printed: 

TOY HAl.\)UFAC'l'URLRS' CONI"ERENCE December 25, 1964 

-2-

have been very encouraging. It is anticipated that sales 
and earnings will reach an all time high. Santa Claus is 

'l'he heading is usually entered immediately following the initial 
request for the automatic or uncontrolled mode. If new headings are 
il1te:rspersc~d tllroughout a document, each will supersede the previous 
heading when tile next page is printed. Heading lines end "lThen the 
operator takes an ATrl'N a, ATTN u, or .ATTN faction. 
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FoorlrING I10Dl: 

When specific lines are to appear at the foot of every page of a 
dccumen t, the l~eques t : 

ATTN f CR 

may be made. This is a request for the special footing mode. When 
the computer receives this request, it responds by typing: 

POOTING ~ODE 

Unlike t.:.l,6 heading node, footing material is not suppressed on thE~ 
first page, but appears on every page, including the first. A stop 
code ~ntered in this mode is interpreted as a request for automatic 
page numbering. If a stop code is entered, a page number will be 
printt:d on every page (including the first) immediately follovJing the 
stop code. No actual stop, however, will take place. 

The heading and footing modes are generally entered one after the 
other at t.ne top of the first page. An example might be: 

a 
AurJ.10~lZ\T IC HOD};; 

11 
HhADING !'lOD}:; 

hDUCATION IN AMERIC~ 

f 
FOO'r ING l<10DJ:: 

a 
AU'rOHATIC HODE 

'11he huading and footing printed on each page of the document, after 
the first page, would be: 

LDUCATION IN ABE RIC1\. 

Page 65 

'Llhe above page number was entered as: 

Page ATTN ATTN SPACE CR 

The footing mode text ends with an ATTN a, ATTN u, or ATTN h request. 
If new footings are interspersed throughout a document, minor page 
depth variations on the page receiving the new footing will occur~ 
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LINE CbN~rLRING 

l' i t:les and examples which should be centered often occur in 
documentation. '1'0 indicate that the lines to be entered are to be 
centered, tne operator must key: 

l\'l'TN u c C F 

The system will respond by typing: 

UNCONTROLLED MODE 

in the usual fashion. All subsequent lines (not units) typed after 
this action will be automatically centered by the system depending 
on tile margin width specified on th,e print or justify request (see 
the section "Printing a Document"). This special centering mode ends 
when an ATTN a, u, h, or f request is made. Digits specifying 
conditional page eject points may be entered following the uc just 
as witn a normal ullcontrolled mode request (see the section "Entering 
'I'ex t") • 

FORd LbTrl'hR NODI:. 

'l'he normal procedure when printing a document is to request the 
printing, receive the message 

SIGNAL t'1HEN IlliADY 

and then depress the Attention key after the appropriate paper has 
be€:l1 inserted into the machine. When a second copy of the document 
is required, the procedure must be repeated. 

Wilen working v.,i th a document SUCll as a form letter that must be printed 
many times, it is possible to abort the system message between printings 
by entering the Form Letter Hode. The action: 

A1'TN ! f CR 

places the terminal in this mode. l\fter the form letter has been 
printed, striking the Attention ~ey will cause it to be printod again. 
'l'lle: operator may exit from this mode by keying: 

BKSP ATTN 



CLEARIi~G \'vORKING STORAGE 

l'l.fter a docwnent has been finished and before the next document is 
entered, worKing storage (that part of the computer's memory that 
stor~s tHe document while it is being composed) must be cleared .. 
This is accomplished by typing: 

Nl'TN c CP 

This request destroys all material left in working storage and 
disconnects tne terminal from the computer. When this request is 
received by tn~ computer, it responds by typing: 

CLEARED 

Lither the uncontrolled mode or the automatic mode recruest must be 
made to enter a new document. If a document is to be-saved, it must 
be stored by the process described in the section "Storing a Document". 

~'Vhen a terminal is in the cleared state the computer will not save 
characters or respond to operational requests until a document is 
initiated by the request for either the automatic or uncontrolled 
r.1Otie. It has been found by experience that many operators forget to 
"go on line" (initiate a document with Nr'l'N a or ATTN u) and enter 
large amounts of text before remembering that the terminal is cleared. 
Because of this experience, if an attention request other than ATTN 
a or ATTN u is attempted the computer will type: 

GO ON-LINE 

to remind the operator that the terminal is cleared. 

It is generally a good practice to clear a terminal when first starting 
a new document. If the terminal responds with GO ON-LINE, only time 
is lost. If it responds CLEAHED, the previous user was careless and 
left text material in the working storage which would have been 
combined witn the keystrokes of the new document to be entered. 
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EXAMPLE 

The manual you are reading was produced on a terminal from handwritten 
copy. ThE~ document itself serves as an actual example of how the 
pre~viously described operational requests may be employed. The footing 
mode was used to enter the page numbers on this and every other page. 
The erase and delete procedures received liberal use as did the calling 
out of previous lines for correction. All text was entered in the 
Aut,omatic mode ,.,hile the examples were entered in the Uncontrolled 
mode. 

The original rough draft was entered into the system and then stored 
in permanent storage (this is explained in the next section). t.vhen 
the~ corrections and insertions were received bv the terminal operator, 
only the areas of the manual needing correctio~ required retyping. 

The manual was printed with the request: 

I2.72 

and as you can see, all the ,text that was entered in the Automatic 
mode is pl~inted with the maximum number of complete words on each 
lin.e. 

Since none of the corrections show on the finished copy, it might be 
int,eresting to repeat some of the procedures used. The third sentence 
of this section originally read: 

The footing mode was used to enter the page numbers on this 
and every other page in this document. 

One of the revisions that were made on this original copy was to 
delete thE~ last three words in the sentence. To accomplish this, the 
te~minal operator retrieved the document from permanent storage and 
corrected the sentence as follows: 

Action 

other page 

The footing mode was 
used to enter the page 
numbers 011 this and every 
other paqe. 

Interpretation 

The erroneous line is 
called out for 
correction. (ATTN 125 
TAB OTHER PAGE CR) 

'The computer typed out 
the requested line 
stopping on the phrase 
"other page". The operator 
then typed a period and two 
carrier returns. 
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Following the second paragraph there was a sentence that was deleted 
in the revisions. The operator handled this correction like this: 

Action 

130 

From the writer's standpoint, 
turnaround time vTaS very low. 

Interpretation 

The erroneous line was 
called out. 

The computer typed out 
the line. The operator 
used the delete proce
dure (ATTN eR) to 
delete the line. 

The fifth sentence in the first paragraph was inserted as a revision. 
This operation appeared as followss 

Ac.tion 

i126 

The erase and delete pro 

All text was entered in 
the aut6matic mode while 
the example S \'lere entered 
in the uncontrolled mode. 

Interpretation 

The operator tells the 
computer that insertion 
after line 126 is 
desired. 

The computer typed the 
first few words of line 
126 to reassure the 
operator that she was 
inserting in the 
proper place. 

The operator then typed 
the sentence and it 
was inserted automati
cally. 

These paqes as well as the entire document are permanently stored and 
may be retrieved immediately. 40re revisions will only require the 
altering of the specific lines in error, and typing out the corrected 
pages. 
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STORING A DOCUMENT 

Any text entered into the computer's working memory may be held in 
penlanent storaqe. Documents stored in permanent storage will remain 
there inde:F.initely until they are deliberately deleted. Each document 
in storage must, however, have a unique number supplied by the operator. 
Documents are referenced in storage by this number. 

HIN~~: It is often best to enter and store large amounts of text as a 
~~s of separate documents, each 5 to 10 pages long. These are 
easier and quicker to process. They can be combined, if necessary, 
for final printing. 

ENTERING TEXT INTO PERl\1ANENT STORAGE 

A document is stored (actually copied) by the request: 

ATTN s DIGIT(S) CR 

where DIGIT(S) may be any number, except zero, or a number ending in 
t"l0 zeros, having up to four digit pos i tions. This number must not 
currently be assigned to an~ other document. All further references 
to the document are Mape by requesting this number. Nhen the computer 
receives this request, it will respond by typing: 

IDENT PLEASE: 

The operator must then enter a minimum of ten characters (presumably 
a descripti.on of the document) to help anyone referencing the document 
to identify it. Up to the first 50 keystrokes of the identification 
or description entered will be saved. If the operator fails to do 
this, the computer will respond by typing: 

IDENT PLEASE: 

until the request is satisfied. 

After the identification has been satisfactorily entered, the computer 
will type: 

DOCUHENT xxxx **STORED** 

where xxxx is the number of the document entered with the store 
request. 

It is possible for the operator to try to store a document with a 
number that is already being used. when this occurs, the computer 
will respond by typing: 

UNACCEPTABLE NUi\1BBR 

and will disregard the request. 
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The number a and any increment of one hundred (100, 200, 300, etc.) 
are special numbers, and it is illegal to associate a document in 
storage with them. Should this be attempted, the computer will type: 

UNACCEPTABLE NU~1BER 

and ignore the request. If two terminals attempt to store documents 
with the same document numbers at the same time, the system will type: 

ALREADY STORED 

If the messaqe appears, the store request should be made again with 
a different document number. 

It is sometimes necessary to guard important documents against 
accidental deletion or unauthorized retrieval. This is accomplished 
by entering a tab immediately after the last digit of the store re:quest 
and then typing one to five characters followed by a carrier return 
(CR). One to four characters 'vill guard aqainst accidental deletion. 
Five characters will guard against unauthorized retrieval as well as 
deletion. An example of a store request ''lith a lock ''lord might be:: 

ATTN s 3305 TAB SW4~9 CR 

The characters following the tab are called a "lock word". In addition 
to printing characters, tabs, spaces and backspaces may also be used 
(shifts will be ignored). If an attempt is made to retrieve a document 
with a five-character lock word, without entering the exact lock word 
in the GET request, or if an attempt is Made to delete a document 
without qi,rinq the exact lock word 'vhatever its length, the comput:er 
will respond hy typing: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

and disregard the request. 

NOTE: Care must be taken in keeping an accurate record of these lock 
words. Obviously, if the lock '\-'lord 'vere lost, the document would 
reMain in the file "forever" and deletion of it would not be possible. 

Lock 

is not the same as the four-character lock ''lord 

Lock 

since the five-character example begins with a space. 

GETTING TEXT FROH STORAGE 

A document is retrieved from storage by a "qet" request. This request 
causes the requested stored text to be coried into working storage. 
The permanentlv stored document is not de eted or altered. 

~. ---
The get request is: 

ATTN q DIGIT(S) CR 

where DIGIT(S) is the number of the document. It will cause the 
requested text to be copied into working storage. If the number 'Jiven 
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corresponds to a document in storaqe, the computer \vil1 load the 
document into working storage and t:ype: 

XXXX UNITS "X" r10DE (ident) 

where xxxx is the number of lines and/or units, "X" is either an "A" 
or a "U", and (ident) is the document identification entered when the 
document ~vas stored. The operator may then perform any desired 
operation as if the document had just been entered. 

If the operator should inadvertently ask for a number that has not 
been used to store a document, the computer will type: 

NONE 

and disregard the request. 

If a document ~las stored ,,,ith a lock ,,,ord one to four characters in 
length, the lock word does not have to be part of the get action. 
If, however, the lock word is five characters long, a tab must be 
entered after the "g DIGIT(s)" and be followed by the exact lock word. 
An example might be: 

ATTN q 3305 TAB SW4M9 CR 

If a document locked with a five-character lock word is referenced 
without giving the lock word or with an incorrect lock word, the 
computer will respond by typing: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

and ignore the request. 

Any document that is retrieved from permanent storage is attached to 
the end of whatever is in working storage. Therefore, it is usually 
a good idea to clear ,,,orking storage and go on 1 ine again before 
retrieving a document. 

~~7hen a document is retrieved, the mode the terminal is in is 
automatically set to whichever mode (automatic or uncontrolled) was 
in effect on the last line or unit of the document retrieved. 

DE.LETING A DOCUMENT FRO~·1 STORAGE 

To delete a document from storage, the request: 

ATTN d DIGIT{S) CR 

(where DIGIT(S) is the number of the document) may be used. The 
COMputer responds by typing the identification line entered with the 
document. This is done so the operator may be certain of purging the 
correct material. The delete procedure is then given as though 
deleting one line (ATTN CR). The computer will then type: 

DOCUMENT xxxx **DELETED** 

"..,here xxx:x: is the nUl'1ber of the docur'lent. If the wrong document is 
mistakenly called for deletion, a CR should be keyed, and the document 
",ill remain unharmed. 
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If an attempt is made to delete a document bv requesting an unassigned 
nUMber, the cOMputer will respond by typing:~ 

NONE 

and will disregard the request. 

In order to delete a locked document, the exact lock word must be 
used. The request is made bV typing: 

ATTN d DIGIT (S) TAB LOCK-I·rORD CR 

Nhere DIGIT (S) is the number of the document, and LOCK-~\10RD is the 
exact code used to lock the document. This request might appear like 
this: 

ATTN d 25 TAD =-'?) CR 

If the' lock. Hord is entered incorrectly, the. computer \"ill respond 
bv typing: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

and will disregard the request. If the lock word is exactly correct, 
ho\"ever, the delete document procedure is the same as above. 

STORAGE REPORTS 

Storage Reports~ a Terminal 

So that obsolete material may be destroyed, it is necessary to keep 
a record of documents in storage. To aid in this procedure the 
request: 

ATTN !g DIGIT{S) CR 

where DIGIT(S) is zero or any increment of 100 (1.e., 100, 200, 300, 
400, etc.), will cause the document nUMber and identification line 
for every document associated Hith a number in that hundred digit: 
range to be printed. For example the request: 

ATTN !g 1000 CR 

Hill cause the printing of the identifications for every document: 
from 1001 through 1099. If an ATTN 19lOOO CR action were given, the 
report might appear like this: 

DOC H-T UNITS DATE TRH IDENT 4/15/65 

1007 3 37 3-04-65 0 System Configuration Price List 
1011 2 54 10-11-64 1 Davis, sets 12 through 17 for MRN 
1044 23 1134 4-14-65 10 .. Tacobsen, Chap. 10-14, opere manual 
1065 5 122 12-25-64 39 Holtsberg, McClintock & Nail Memo 
1076 1 5 3-07-65 1 Haug & Sons, Financial Report 

TOTAL HALF-TRACKS FOR DOCUMENTS 1001-1099 = 34 
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DOC is the number that was given with the store action when the 
document was stored. H-T (half-tracks) is the amount of physical 
space that the document occupies in disk storage. No document may 
occupy more than 99 half-tracks. A half-track contains about 875 
characters (keystrokes) of entered text. (This column is totaled so 
that a tally may be kept of the total amount of storage used.) DATE 
is the date that the document was stored. TR~1 is the number of the 
te~minal that stored the document. The rest of the columns are self
explanatory,. 

Note that all documents, regardless of lock v70rds, will be listed by 
the storage report. Lock words, of course, are not printed. 

If a renort of everv document in permanent storage is desired, it may 
be requ~sted by the'action: 

ATTN ! gO TAB complete CR 

where 0 is zero or any multiple of 100 at which a "complete" storage 
report should begin. The printout is the same as described above, 
except that every document after the starting number is listed. 

If the only item of interest is the total amount of physical space 
used by the documents in each hundreds band, the following action may 
be used: 

ATTN Ig0 TAB total CR 

where 0 is either zero or any othe~ starting point, as discussed 
above. If no documents are found in any hundreds band, no line is 
print~ed for that band. If an ATTN !gO TAB total CR action viere given, 
portions of the report might appear like this: 

DOC CYLS UNITS DATE TR~.f IDENT 10-31-65 

TOTAL HALF-·TRACKS FOR DOCUMENTS NUMBERED 0-99 =3 

TOTAL HALF-~rRACKS FOR DOCUMENTS NUMBERED 10-199 =1 

TOTAL HALF-~rRACKS FOR DOCUr1ENTS NUMBEHED 20-299 =1 

TaTAr, HALF-TRACKS :paR DOCUMENTS NU.MBERED 30-399 =1 

TaTAr, HALF-TRACKS = 519 

~tge Reports On A High Speed Printer Or Tape 

If it is desired to output a storage report on either a high speed 
printer or on a tape, the report can be requested only, from terminal 
zero with the ATTN !g action. The information entered following the 
ATTN Ig is the same as described above for a storage report on a 
terminal, except that a third item, "tape" or "print", is added to 
indicate the device on which the 'report should be written. Examples 
of A'l~TN ! 9 actions that may be taken from terminal zero follo\1. As 
before "0" is zero or any multiple of 100 at which the report should 
beqin. 

ATTN 9 0 TAB complete TAB print CR 

ATTN 9 0 TAB total TAB tape CR 

ATTN 9 0 TAB TAB print CR 
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The last action in the example above should \'Trite a storage report 
on documents 1 through 99 on the high speed printer. 

USING PER"1ANENT STORAGE 

Examples of the store, get, and delete document requests with a five
character lock ~lOrd might appear as follows: 

s507 

Entry 

Locks 

IDENT PLEASE: 

COBOL ~anagement Problems 

DocurlfENT 507 **STORED** 

c 
CLEARED 

u 
UNCONTROLLED 1010DE 

;].507 Locks 

Explanation 

computer is requested to store 
docu~ent in working storage 
associated with number 507 and 
locked with the code word 
"Locks". 

This message is typed out by 
the computer and is a request 
for a line of information to 
identify the document. 

This is the ident entered by 
the operator. 

The computer verifies that 
storing has taker place. 

Norking storage is cleared. 

The request for the "u" mode 
puts the terminal back "on 
line". 

The document is requested from 
permanent storage for 
corrections or a printout. 

125 UNITS "A" MODE (COBOL ~ana<Jernent Problems) 

d507 Locks 

COBOL Management Problems 

This message is typed by the 
computer to indicate that the 
document was retrieved, the 
length of the document and mode 
that was in effect on the last 
line or unit of the document, 
and its identification. The 
terminal's mode is automatically 
changed to agree with the mode 
of the document. 

This is the request for 
deletion of the document from 
permanent storage. 

The ident line is typed out so 
that the operator may be 
certain that the proper 
document is being deleted. If 
it is, as in this example, the 
operator performs the delete 
operation (ATTN CR). 
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HINTS ON STORING DOCUMENTS 

A terminal opera.tor should keep a log of the numbers, identifications, 
and lock words used to store documents. This procedure becomes more 
indispensable ~s the number of documents stored increases. 

Because tab settings often change with each different document, it 
is wise to insert the position of the tab stops at a fixed location 
bv storing a line indicating this information with the document. It 
h~s been found convenient to insert "t"s and dashes as the second 
line of a document to indicate tab stops. Such an insertion ~ight 
appear as follows where the tis represent positions at which the tabs 
should bE~ set: 

i1 
u 
=t:---t--··t---t---t---t---t----t 

Nhen the document is retrieved, the tabs can be reset on the typewriter 
an.d this informa'tion conveyed to the computer. 

STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL FROH TAPE 

The storing of documents described above utilizes the disk storage 
attached to the computer. Though capable of holding hundreds of pages 
of text, their capacity is not infinite. 

An alternate approach is possible involving storing and retrieving 
documents from magnetic tape instead of disk storage. The storage 
capacity of tape is virtually infinite, but the time to man.ipulate 
it is considerably longer than that associated with disk storage. 
Tape could very ""ell be thought of as an archive. Documents not 
likely to be needed in the near future could be transferred to tape 
and the disk space occupied by them could then be made available for 
other more immediately importc:tnt work. If the documents stored on 
tape are ever needed, retrieval ,,"ith a delay' of a few minutes is 
possible. 

Thl9 transferring of documents heb.veen disk and tape abvavs involves 
permanent storage, never working storage. To request a <!ocument to 
be written on tape, the operator must type: 

ATTN t DIGIT(S) TAB tape CR 

wh~~re DIGIT (S) designates the number in permanent storage of the 
document that is to be transferred to tape. 

If thti tape is loaded and available to the program, the designated 
document will be written out on tape. t~.Jhen finished, the system will 
type: 

TRANSFERRED TO Xxxxx 
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where Xxxxx is the five-character tape number of the document and 
consists of a letter followed by four digits. The operator has no 
control over what tape number will be assigned by the system. It is 
important that an accurate record be kept of all documents transferred 
to tape since they cannot be retrieved except by referencing this 
system-assigned number. The action to transfer a document numbered 
5413 to tape would be: 

t54l3 tape 
TRANSFERRED TO AOl04 

If the \vord TAPE is typed out at the terminal taking this action 
instead of the TRANSFERRED TO message, the transfer action should be 
repeated. If the TAPE message is repeated, the terminal operator 
should contact the computer console operator for assistance, since 
this Massage indicates repeated difficulty in writing on the magnetic 
tape. 

To retrieve a document stored on tape, the operator again makes a 
transfer request. This request is of the form: 

ATTN t TAB Xxxxx TAB DIGIT(S) CR 

where Xxxxx designates the tape number of the desired document, and 
DIGIT(S) indicates the number in permanent storage to receive the 
tape document. If the tape number has never been assigned by the 
system or if there is already a document in permanent storage with 
the number entered, the system ""ill type: 

UNACCEPTABLE NUr1BER 

and ignore the request. If the word TAPE is typed out at the termin.al, 
the request action should be repeated. If the TAPE message is repea.ted, 
the terminal operator should contact the computer console operator 
for assistance, since this message indicates repeated difficulty in 
readinq the magnetic tape. 

h request may be made from any terminal to transfer any document to 
tape. Lock words, if any, are transferred with the document. Since 
retrieval al\vays involves \>lri ting the tape' document into permanent 
storage, knowledge of the lock word is always required to gain access 
to confidential information (assuming that the lock \vord is five 
characters long). It is not possible to delete documents on tape 
except bv actually destroying or erasing the tape. 

Once the transfer from tape to permanent storage has taken place, the 
system \<1ill type! 

TRANSHITTED 

The operator is then free to manipulate the newly retrieved documen1: 
in the same manner as any document stored in permanent storage. 

The tape must be mounted and available to the program before either 
of these transfer actions can be honored. If this is not the case, 
the system will type: 

READY TAPE 

and ignore the request. The terminal operator should then contact 
the computer room and inform the computer operator that a tape transfer 
request is not being honored. 
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Upon receiving a request to mount a given reel, the computer operator 
should locate the reel requested and Mount it on any available drive. 
Using terminal 0, the computer operator should convey the presence 
of the tape to the systeM by typing: 

ATTN ! r X DIGIT CR 

where X is the letter designator of the tape and DIGIT is the single
digit tape drive number \~here the X reel has been mounted. The system 
will read the tape on unit DIGIT, to verify that it is the tape 
specified. When the tape is identified as the correct one, the system 
~"ill index the platen or upshift-downshift the printing element, 
depending on whether the terminal is in the automatic or uncontrolled 
mode. If it is not the tape indicated, the system will type: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

When a drive is required for other purposes, the tape mounted can be 
made unavailable to the system by typing: 

ATTN R r X CR 

where X is the letter designator for the tape ~'Thich is to be demounted. 
If the tape indicated is on the system, the computer will qive a 
rewind and unload command. If it does not recognize the X as valid, 
the system will type: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

and ignore the request. 
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~ES8AGE TRANSMISSION 

Any terminal may transmit its working storage to any other terminal 
and as many rnessaqes as desired to the same terminal. When the message 
is received, it is moved into the "vorking storage of the receiving 
terminal. This does not occur automatically, but must be specifically 
requested by the receiving terminal. Because the message will be 
added to whatever is in working storage, it is a wise procedure to 
clear before receiving. 

A message that is transmitted will remain waiting to be received 
indefinitely, not being lost, like working storage, overnight. It 
is possible to save working storage overnight by transmitting it to 
yourself. 

TRANSHITTING MESSAGES 

After an operator is satisfied that a message is correct, it may be 
transmitted to any terminal by typing the request: 

ATTN t DIGIT(S) CR 

where DIGIT(S) is the one- or two-digit address of the receiving 
terminal. An individual transmit request must be made for every 
terminal which is to receive the message. \'lhen the computer receives 
this request, it responds by typing: 

TRANSMITTED 

RECEIVING MESSAGES 

Transmitted messages are queued in the computer until the receiving 
terminals request them. To inform the operator that there is a message 
waiting, the computer will attract the operator's attention by typing 
the word: 

(MSG) 

whenever it has control of the keyboard and before typing one of the 
following system messages: 

(MSG) AUTOMATIC MODE 

(MSG) UNCONTROLLED MODE 

(MSG) SIGNAL ~,vHEN READY 

(MSG) CLEARED 

(MSG) NEXT NUMBER -

The request to receive a message is: 

ATTN m CR 

A terminal must clear its working storage before taking the ATTN M action. 
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T'7hen the computer receives this request and there is a TYlessage ~tlai ting, 
it will respond by typing: 

XXXX UNITS "X" ~10DE, FROM TERMINAL yy 

where XXXX is the number of lines and/or units, "X" is either l\ or 
U, and yy is the terMinal number of the sending terminal. Once in 
"lOrking storage, t.he message TYlay be typed by entering one of the print 
requests. If rushed, however, the operator May callout the second 
line of the message (presumably an identification line) and decide 
whc1:her the message needs immediate attention. If it does not, it 
can be stored with the standard store request and retrieved when 
convenient. If the operator requests a message when there is none, 
the COMputer will respond by typing: 

NONE 

~nary of Terminal Messages 

There are a number of messages that may be sent to the terminal by 
the system. The following summary lists the more common messages and 
'I..,ha 1: should be done 'I..,hen they occ~. 

Bessage 

GO On'-LINE 

*** 
LINE CANCELLED 

END YOUR UNIT 

UNACCEPTABLE NU~1BER 

Problem and Action 

When asking for computer assistance, 
this means that one of the t".,o operation 
modes has not been entered. 
Action: Type: ATTN a CR, or ATTN u CR. 

The last line of information entered 
has been lost due to a data transmission 
error. 
Action: Enter the last line again. 
Tn1s does not cancel the entire unit in 
Automatic mode. If there is a question 
as to 'l.vhat has been lost, ask for the 
next unit number by typing ATTN n. Then 
reference this unit by typing ATTN DIGIT(S) 
CR. This will show what is in the system. 

Nhen asking for computer assistance, 
this means that the unit of text that 
was being entered previously has not been 
ended properly. 
Action: In the uncontrolled mode, strike 
the Carrier Return Key once. In the 
automatic mode, strike the Carrier Return 
Key twice. 

1. ~>7hen setting the number of lines per 
page for printouts with an ATTN ! 
DIGIT(S) action, this means that the 
nUMber is too large or too small. 
Action: Take the ATTN! DIGIT(S) 
action again with a number between 5 
and 999. 

2. \'Jhen making a bulk move or bulk erase, 
this means that one of the unit numbers 
entered was for a unit of text that is 
not in the system. 
Action: For" a bulk move, enter the 
units to be moved again by typing 
l\TTN DIGIT(S) TAB DIGIT(S) CR again. 
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LINE CANCELI.,ED 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

The insert request remains in the 
system. For a bulk erase, enter the 
entire request again. 

3. Nhen attempting to store a document" 
this means that the document number 
specified has ~lready been used. 
Action: Enter a netV' store request 
with a different number, or if the 
document in the terminal working 
storage is to replace the document 
in storage, make a delete request 
first. 

1. When erasing characters by typing 
ATTN BKSP, this means that the 
backspacing has erased a Tab 
entered earlier. 
Action: Enter the last line again. 
This does not cancel the-entire unit 
in the Automatic Mode. 

2. ~'\Then entering text to be inserted 
following an ATTN i request, this 
means that the unit of text being 
inserted was not ended before 
requesting further computer assistance. 
Action: Enter the last line of text 
being inserted again. This does not 
cancel the entire unit in the automatic 
mode. If there is a question as to 
what has been lost callout the unit 
number one higher than the unit number 
used in the ATTN i request by an 
ATTN DIGIT(S) request. 

1. ~~fuen attempting to request computer 
assistance, this means that form of 
the request was not proper. 
Action: Type a correct request. Read 
the proper section of this manual. 
to determine what this should be. 

2. ~fuen attempting to get or delete a 
stored docuMent, this means that the 
lock'l.V'ord was not properly entered. 
Action: Type the request again, 
entering the lock word exactly 
as it was entered originally. 
All Keystrokes in a lock word, 
including the function keys -
shift, space and tab -- must be 
identical with those used when 
the lock word was entered. 

3. ~·Jh.en attempting to callout a 
unit with an ATTN DIGIT(S) 
request, this indicates that the 
unit is an attention request line. 
Action: If it is desired to 
exam~ne the contents of an 
attention request line, type in 
insert request (ATTN i DIGITS). 
This will display the line. The 
insert request must then be 
cancelled by typrn,g ATTN CR. 
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END OF STORAGE 

ALREADY STORED 

1. Nhen entering text, this means 
that the terminal's Working 
storage is full. 
Action: Store the contents of 
the terminal \AlOrking storage as 
a document in Permanent Storage 
with an ATTN s request. Any 
document this long should . 
probably be divided into several 
shorter documents by getting copies 
from premanent storage, erasing 
different sections, and storing 
the pieces as separate documents. 

2. "·Jhen attemptinq to store a 
document, this means that permanent 
storage is full. 
Action: Notify the computer console 
operator at once. Documents will 
have to be deleted or transmitted 
to tape from some other terminal to 
make permanent storage available. 

When storing a document, this means 
that another terminal has at the same 
time made a store request vlith the same 
document number. 
Action: Type the entire store request 
agai.n using a different document number. 
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SYSTEr1 FAILURE 

TRANSHISSIO:N ERRORS 

Although unlikely, it is nossible for text to be lost when transmitted 
between the terminal and the computer. If this should happen while 
the operator is entering text, the computer will type: 

*** 
LINE CANCELED 

following depr~ssion of either the Attention or Carrier Return key. 

KEYBOARD LOCI< 

l'llienever the Carrier Return or l\ttention key is depressed, the 
typewriter keyboard locks. The computer will always unlock the 
keyboard instantly unless it has work to perform, in which case the 
operator may experience a short wait. It sOMetimes happens, however, 
that the character that the computer receives is garbled. If this 
is the case, the computer may not recognize the ATTN or CR characters, 
and therefore will not unlock the keyboard. The solution for this 
problem is to turn the terminal (or 1051 Control Unit) OFF for two 
or more seconds and back ON again waiting five or more seconds. This 
will unlock the keyboard. However, because of the incorrect character, 
the entire last line will be in error and cause problems later. For 
this reason, the delete action (ATTN Cn) should bE~ performed and the 
line or unit retyped. 

COHPUTER FAILURE 

As mentioned above, the keyboard always locks whenever the Attention 
or Carrier Return key is depressed. Unless the computer has ",ork to 
do for the terminal, it v7ill inunediately unlock the keyboard. However, 
it is possible for certain error conditions to arise within the 
conputer and cause the entire system to halt. The symptom of computer 
failure at the terminal when entering text is the failure of the 
keyboard to unlock after either the ~ttention or Car~ier Return Keys 
have been pressed. The Attention Key should always give an immediate 
underscore, except when signalinq for a printout. If no underscore 
is received, it is usually because failure has occurred. When the 
carrier return is pressed with no attention action on that line, and 
the keyboard locks, or if an attention action is taking an extremely 
long tiMe, computer failure is likely. When receiving text, if the 
printing element stops part way across the page when no stop code was 
entered, or if the element stops at the left margin for a long time, 
failure has probably occurred. In all the above situations, no 
response can be elicited frOM the computer. 

Nhen COMputer failure is susrected, it is wise to ~,1ait for a short 
time before attempting corrective ~ction; frequently, after an 
Attention act~on, the delay is merely a momentary saturation of the 
computer with manv attention actions. It is also possible that delays 
may occur while the system is qeneratinq text. Some failures can he 
corrected alMost immediately in the computer itself. Ho~"ever, if 
after ~'7ai tinq, the system still does not respond, turn the terminal 
or (1051 Control Unit) ~£f then back on again. This should unlock 
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the keyboard. If, upon pressing the Attention or Carrier Return Keys, 
the keyboard locks again, failure is almost certain. 

r.fuile waiting for operation to be restored, conventional typing can 
be done on the terminal if the terminal is set to LOCAL (or the 1051 
Control unit is turned off) • 

If the IBH 1051 Control Unit is on and the terminal keyboard is locked 
when the system is returned to operation, the computer ~"ill type: 

SYSTEl\1 RESTART COHPLETE. INSPECT THE LAST LINE OR TAKE THE 
REPRINT .ACTION AS .APPROPRIATE. 

The computer will save all entered characters except possibly the 
last line or unit. The ATTN n CR actiori should be taken to ascertain 
how much text was lost. The ATTN r eR action will cause type-out to 
begin at the top of the page that was being printed when failure 
occurred. 

If the Control Unit is not on, the above message will not be received 
and the operator will not know when the system is restored. If the 
te~\inal is on but the typewriter keyboard is unlocked, characters 
will be randomly typed when the above message is sent. This will 
cause no problem other than possible annoyance to the operator. 

SYS'I'EH SHu~rDONN . ..;..;...-~;;..;-

The svstem may be shut down by the operator at terminal 0 taking the 
follo~ing action when online in either the automatic or the uncontrolled 
mode: 

ATTN ! s CR 

If there is no work for any ATS program, the system '''ill execute a 
clea.r action (see ·the section "Clearing Harking Storage") for every 
tern1linal and print certain statistical information on terminal zero. 
If t,here are jobs :t:>ending for any program or if a terminal other than 
zero takes this action, the system will type: 

ILLEGAL Z\CTION 

and ignore the request. 

Since this action clears all terminals automatically, operators wishing 
to save their work overnight should s'tore their '<lorking storage (see 
"Storing a Document") into permanent storage before shutting off their 
terminal for the day. 
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SPECIAL FE1\TTJRES 

KEVPUNCHING 

It is possible to keypunch -From the terminal. This is accomplished 
by transrrtittincr ~vorking storage to terminal 99 \',1ith the request: 

ATTN t 99 CR 

Text to be punched should be entered in the uncontrolled mode in card 
forMat, one card per line. Beginning with the margin each character 
position corresronds to a card coluMn. The tab key is analogous to 
the Skip key on a keypunch. See Figure 2 for a summary of keypunch 
conventions. 

Brackets not available The ± symbol punched The ¢ symbol punched Underscore punched 

;'K:;~hlmOd'~I~:~;1 ~ I'~~~rn~~ 8 

~
LR TAB 0000~[2J0~G0 i RETURN ON 

~00G00000 L ~ " 

SET I ISHIFTI 1000~000DD 
L SPACE BAR 

Manufacture special characters by overstriking: 

+ = 12-zone 
- = II-zone 
¢ = o-zone 

~xample: 
(J 1-5-8) entered by 

- BKSP 5 BKSP 8 

Figure 2. A TS keyboard conventions 

Special characters, which are not on keyboard 
be entered by overstriking as follows: 

Character 

Grea ter than (» 
Tape mark (r) 
Hord separator (V 
Rack\vardslash ('\ 
Seqrrtent mark (++r) 
Riqht bracket ( ] ) 
Del ta (A ) 
Left bracket ( [ ) 
Less than (< ) 
~roupT'fark ( * ) 

Card Code 

6-8 
7-8 
0-5-8 
0-6-8 
0-7-8 

11-5-8 
11-7-8 
12-5-8 
12-6-8 
12-7-8 

shown in 

Terll1.inal 

6 BKSP 
7 EKSP 
¢ BKSP 
¢ DKSI' 
¢ DKSI' 
- DKSP 
- BKSP 
& DKSI' 
& nKSI' 
& BKS'P 

Degree punched as blank 
(useful for "counting" 
blanks) 

Do not use quote mark 
(future system functional 
use contemplated) 

Do not use "L" for 
numeric I 

figure 2, 

Seguence 

8 
8 
5 BKSP 8 
6 BKSP 8 
7 DKSP 8 
5 BKS? 8 
7 DKSP 8 
5 DKSP 8 
6 BKSP. 8 
7 I3KSP 8 

can 

In general, to put a zone punch in any column, begin the punching for 
that column by the sequence: 

Zone Punch 

o 
11 
12 
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¢ EKSI' 
- BKSP 
& DKSI' (+ DKSP may also be used) 



Other zone and numeric punching with backspacinq and overstriking for 
multiple punching should follow as required. 

A npecial "program card" can be entered that VJill autonaticallv define 
fields on the cards to be nunched. This control card is entered in 
thE~ Heading mode. It is possible to define fields (tab stops), 
seq~ence number, alter the left margin and duplicate with the program 
card. The entry of a program card might appear as follows: 

u 
UNCONTROLLED HODE 
h 
HEADING MODE 
mssss-t-------t---t-----------t------------t---------dd 
u 
UNCONTROLLED HODE 

ThE! m s igni fies the margin of the card and indicates in ""hich column 
punching ~qill begin on each card. For example, if the information 
is to be punched beginning with the sixth column, five mls should be 
typed, in the first five character positions, as the first printing 
character of the control card. Such an indication would be entered 
as follo~qs: 

mmmmm 

The text may then be typed beginning at the left margin and will be 
moved so 1:hat the first character of every line falls in column 6. 
The margin request is optional; if'it is not entered, the cards will 
be punched beginning ""ith column 1. It is a good practice to reset 
the left marc:rin stop to correspond v·7ith where the first columns are 
to be nunched (position six in the above example) to avoid confusion. 

The s indicates sequence number. The field described bv the SiS will 
contain R sequence 'number for every card punched. It is advisable 
to type the number 1 in the units position of the sequence field in 
the first card, or it will not be numbered. Numbering will begin on 
the second card with one plus the number in the first card. 

The tis and -IS define fields on the cards. The tis should be set 
at the beginning of each field and the tab stops should be set to 
correspond. If a control card is not entered, or if the fields are 
not definE!d on the card, the position of the tab sto~s entered by the 
last ATTN ! action (see "Format Control" in the section "Entering 
Text") will be used. 

The dis indicate that the information nunched in the corresponding 
columns in the first card is to be dupiicated into every card in the 
deck. 

Once a nrogram card has been set up for a narticular card format it 
may be stored in permanent storage" and retrieved each time it is 
needed. r'lhen typing a card deck all the normal correction a,nd deletion 
procedures are available to the operator. Hultiple control cards may 
be entered into the same document. Each control card applies to the 
cards which follow until superseded by a new control card. 
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An examnle of the entry of a card deck might appear as follo"15: 

u 
ThlCONT~OLLED MODE 
h 
ITr.ADI~lG !10DE 
ssss-t---------t----t------t--------------------------- --dd 
u 
UUCOUTROLLED ~'10DE 
0001 START n 

DCH 
AT20 TI 

t99 
TRANSHITTED 

END 

AT20 
#3 
RTART 
START 

BRANCH TO START OF PROGRAH 
TEHP STORAGE 
HALT 

These cards would be punched out in the follmving vlay: 

0001 START 
0002 
0003 AT20 
0004 

B 
DCN 
II 
END 

Nr20 
#3 
START 
START 

PRINTING ~'HTII LINE NUHBERS 

BRANCH TO START OF PROGRAM 
TEMP STORAGE 
HALT 

01 

01 
01 
01 
01 

When making corrections with large documents it is often difficult 
to ascertain line numbers. In order to alleviate this problem it is 
possible to have the document printed on the computer's high-speed 
printer. This request may be made by the action: 

ATTN t 98 CR 

The resulting printout will be similar to an ATTN pO request (see 
"Printin(j as Entered" in the section "Printing a Document") in that: 
the original entry is duplicated including all ATTtl a, u, h, f and + 
actions. The important exception is that the number of each unit is 
printed at the left-hand margin. The printout is obtained by the 
computer operator and routed to the terminal. The tab stop locations, 
stored in the computer for the terminal that makes this request will 
be used in printing the document. 

TAPE OUTPUT 

The standard procedure for asseMbling programs on most computers is 
to prestore the proqram deck on ~aqnetic tape, and present the card 
images to the assembler in this form. This can be accomplished in 
ATS by punching a card deck (see "Keypunching" above) and then going 
card to tape. The unnecessary punching of cards can be avoided, 
ho,,,ever, by going directly to magnetic tape fron 1;'lOrking storage. 
The action: 

ATTN t 97 CR 

will cause BCD card images to be written out in 80-column format. 
The entry of the card images is the same as described in the section 
on keypunching, above. If a, tapemark is desired at the end of a tape 
,,,ri tten in this manner, the last card-image record must have a tape!mark 
in its first position. This is written from the terminal as "7 BKSP 8". 



UPPER- Al'JD LOHERCASB CHAIN PRINTER OUTPUT 

All output normally printed on the ATS terminal TYlay be directed to 
the IBM 1403 Printer, Model 2, equipped with a special l20-character 
uppercase and lowercase chain. High quality output is produced by 
the chain when a special polyester filM ribbon is used. This enables 
users with large volumes of text to be printed to use their terminals 
as input devices exclusively, receiving all their output on the high
~peed printer. 

To direct a docuMent to the uppercase and lowercase chain printer, 
the operator should first ensure that all formatting parameters for 
the terminal are set properly. This means that the ATTN ! action 
should be used to convey the tab stop settin<] to the computer as ~",ell 
as the number of lines on a nage (see "Pormat Control" in the section 
"Entering Text"). Further, the operator should actually make the 
ATTN p, ATTN j, ATTN pn, or l\TTN jn request specifying the margin 
~lidth for the printout. After the COMputer t~,rpes SIGNAL \'7HEN READY, 
the operator should take the bksp attn action to abort the printout 
on the terminal. The docuMent ,·lith its associated formattinq 
information May then be sent to the uppercase and lowercase chain bv 
the action: 

ATTN t 96 cn 

The printout will be obtained by the conputer operator at his 
convenience. 

In addition to all the characters on the normal Courier printing 
element, this chain also provides many special characters, which are 
sho~"'n in the table below. r']hen the operator knO\'ls that the keystrokes 
being typed eventually will be printed on the uppercase and lowercase 
chain, the following multityped characters will be interpreted as a 
request for thE~ special symbols as follo,,,,s: 

Courier 72 Terminal 
Character Graphic Entry Seauence SamEle 

Superscript Superscript 0 0 BKSP* or 0 e 
Superscript 1 1 BKSP* i 
Superscript 2 2 DKSP* ! 
Superscript 3 3 BKSP* 3 
Superscript 4 4 BKSP* 2t 
Superscript 5 5 RKST'* ~ 
Superscript 6 6 BKfiP* (S 

Superscript 7 7 BKSP* , 
Superscript 8 8 BKSP* e 
Superscript 9 9 BKSP* ~ 

Subscripts Subscript 1 1 BKSP, l. 
Subscript 2 2 BKSP, ;;. 
Subscript 3 3 I3KSP, J 
Subscript n n BnSP, 1j. 

Box Drmving Horizontal line - BKSp o or °BKSP- ~ 

vertical line / BKSp o '1 
Crossed lines + DKSp o l¥-
Upper left corner [ BKSP, I 
Upper right corner ] BKSP, l 
I,ower left corner [ RKSP* t 
Lmver right corner ] BKSP'* ! 
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Tt1athematical Less than ( BKSp o ~ 
Relations Less than or equal ( BKSP= ~ 

Greater than ) J3KSp o f 
Greater than or equal ) DKSP= f: 
Not equal / nKSP= :f 
Plus or minus + BKSP= ... 

Hiscellaneous Up arrow @ BKSP* @ 
Left arro," @ BKSP- ~ 
High hyphen - BKSP* .. *BKSP- :'It 

Logical AND & RKSP, ~ 
Bullet . BKSp o 0 . 
Numeral one 1 BKSp o 1 
Back,..,ard slash / BI<SP- f 
Left brace· [ BI<SP- t 
Right brace ] BKSP- t 

This printout may be requested on a system ~ . ..,i th a normal print chain 
or train. In this case, all alphabetic characters will be uppercase. 
The digit 1 (lowercase L) will be printed as an uppercase L. 
Underscoring used with a normal print chain or train will cause the 
underscored characters to be overprinted with dollar siqns. Characte; 
that are not on the normal print chain may appear as some other 
character or may be blank. 

SPECIAL PERIPHERAL OPTION 

The standard procedure when qoing to a peripheral output device (that 
is, hiqh-speed printer, card punch, or macmetic tape) is to transmit 
the document in the proper manner (see the first four subsections 
of this section, "Special 'Peatures") and then to store the document 
for future reference (see "Storing a Document"). The actual prin"ting 
punching, or ,.,ri ting of tape is accomplished by the computer operator 
at terminal zero with an attention action analogous to receiving a 
message (see "Receiving Messages" in the section "Message 
Transmission"). That is, typing: 

ATTN m 99 CR 

will cause any waiting messages for the card punch (Terminal 99) to 
be punched out: 

ATTN m 98 CR 

will cause waiting messages for th~ high-speed printer (Terminal 98) 
to be printed: 

ATTN m 97 CR 

will cause waiting messages for magnetic tape (Terminal 97) to be 
vll::.i"tten out: and 

ATTN m 96 CR 

will cause waiting Messages for the uppercase and lowercase chain to 
be printed. 

After one peripheral operation is completsd, the operator is free to 
accept messages for any other output device. 
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A11:hough the above method "ltJ'orks well, system performance can be 
improved by using an alternate procedure. After the terminal operator 
is satisfied that a document or program is ready to be transmitted 
to a peripheral device, it is stored. A short message is then 
transmi tted to terminal zero stating ~'lhere the document is stored, 
any lock \vord associated with it, to vlhom it belongs, and the peripheral 
device that is to be used. Nhen the computer operator is ready to 
perform the peripheral operations, he collects all the waiting short 
messages with successive ATTN m actions (Ree "Receiving Messages" in 
the section "Message Transmission") and prints them out. After 
clearing and going back on line (see "Clearing Working Storage" and 
the first two subsections of "Entering Text") the operator gets a 
document from permanent storage (see "Getting Text from Storage" in 
thE~ section "storing a Document") and takes one of the following 
attention actions: 

ATTN t 99 cn 

for punching cards, 

ATTN ! t 98 CR 

for printing on the high-speed printer, 

ATTN ! t 97 CR. 

for generating a magnetic tape, or 

ATTN ! t 96 CR 

for printing directly on the uppercase and lowercase chain printer. 

Aft:er each operation is completed, the ~vorking storage of terminal 
zero is cleared automatically and the computer operator is free to 
gO to the next document or program. 

This alternate scheme is more efficient since the processing of 
messages is more time consuming than storing and getting documents 
from permanent storage. 

In addition to being more efficient, this scheme gives great flexibility 
to the computer operator. The operator can see what work needs to 
be done and, thus, can better schedule his time. He also has complete 
control over the makeup of an assembly tape. Jobs for assembly can 
be' written on tape according to priority by getting the programs from 
permanent storage in the proper sequence, inserting tapernarks in the 
appropriate places with the insert action, (see "Insertions" in the 
section "Correction Procedures"), and writing them out all at once. 

Since the ATTN rn99, m98, m97, rn96 and ATTN !t99, !t98, !t97, and !t96 
ope!rations may be performed only ~vhen the various peripheral device,s 
are: ready to receive output, the computer operator must take them 
from terminal 0 (usually located adjacent to the computer). Should 
any terminal other than terminal 0 attempt these actions, the computer 
vlill type: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

and ignore the request. 
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INPUT PROM CARDS OR TAPE 

Programs already punched on cards may be entered into the system 
through the card reader. Each card will be converted to internal 
SELECTRIC code. Tabs will be substituted for spaces where possible. 
After conversion the entire program will be stored in the working 
storage of terminal zero as though it had just been typed. 

The program to be loaded should be preceded by a control card in 
exactly the same format as that used for keypunching. An s, indicating 
sequence number, in any column of the control card will force a blank 
in the corresponding column of the data cards, If the first card 
contains any characters other than those expected, the card-loading 
program '''ill assume that no control card was included and will conVE~rt 
the card deck on substantially an 80-80 basis (no tabs). This deck, 
with or without a control card, should be loaded into the card reader 
followed by an end-of-file card (7-8 punch in Column 1) and two blank 
"pusher" cards so no reader hangup occurs. The start key on the card 
Reader should be depressed to start the reader motor. 

Terminal 0 should be placed on line in the uncontrolled mode. Reading 
and converting of the cards will take place when the following action 
is taken: 

ATTN 1 cd CR 

where cd indicates card-to-disk. The deck will be read and loaded 
into the working storage of terminal zero. If a control card is 
included, it will be loaded as a Heading mode line as shown in the 
example in the section on keypunching. The MANIFOLD printing element 
will be assumed. Any special character encountered on a card which 
has no ~1ANIFOLD equivalent ,-,ill be converted to multicharacter 
overpunching in the same Hay that character ~"ould have been "keypunched" 
using the ATS terminal (for example, a group-mark ",ould be converted 
to II BKST' 7). Nhen the end-of-file card is read, the following message 
will be typed on terminal zero: 

NEXT NU~1BER -- xxxx 

,,,here xxxx is one more than the number of lines generated. If a 
control card is used, xxxx is four more than the-number of cards read 
(the other three numbers are associated with the program-generated 
ATTN-u, ATTN-h, and l\TTN-u lines "bracketing" the control card). If 
a control card is not used,xxxx is two More than the number of cards 
read. 

After receiving the NEXT NU~BER message, the onerator at terminal 
zero may store or transmit the converted progra~ as though it had 
just been typed from a terminal (see the sections "Storin~ a Document" 
and "Message Transmission"). 

Input may alternatively be entered frOM a tape mounted on tape unit 
1. Records should be unblocked and 80 or 84 characters long. Eighty
one character records containing a delta-character as the first 
character are sometimes produced on the IBM 7070/7074 Data Processing 
System. These records are also acceptable. The delta character will 
be deleted and a 12 zone placed on Colu~n 79 in the usual 7070/74 
convention. An end-of-file mark should follow the last card. Reading 
and convertin~ of the tape records will take place when the following 
action is taken: 

ATTN td CR 
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where td indicates tape-to-disk. The deck will be read and loaded 
into the working storage of terminal zero. The onlv difference between 
this action and the cd action is that the card images arc read from 
tape instead of froM the card reader. 

The imnortance of a control card in this operation should be emphasized. 
A control card with tis at the beginning of every field allows the 
nrocrraM to sUhstitute tab charal3:ters for multiple blank columns. 
This reduces the physical size of the.document. ~ince the average 
card is 60 percent blank the space saved in disk storage using a 
control card is normally about 50 nercen,t of the space used without 
it. 

A s~ecial Document ~ode is also provided for entry of test created 
bv c:ard imaqes by other ·pro'1rams. It is described in the 1440/1460 
~.nistrative ~~ System, Console Operator's r·1anual (H20-xxxx). 

PERIPHERAL PROGRA~1 SELECTION 

Concurrent with the operation of ATS terminals, the computer can 
simultaneously overlap. many standard peripheral operations. These 
include card-to-tape and tape-to-printer functions. As many as three 
printers can be operated on the IBM 1460 Data Processin~ System. 
Card punching iS'possible, hut introduces system delays. 

A qiven installation may have several such neripheral programs stored 
in t:he ATS system. The operator at terminal 0 can load anyone of 
then into core memory by typing: 

ATTN ! P TAB NAHE CR 

~..,here NA~m is the name of the program as contained in the directory 
of proqrams loaded into the system at the time of installation. 

No proqram is ever loaded automatically bv the system. The action 
to load a disk dump pr09ram called DSKD!'l would appear as follo~lS: 

..!.p DSKDH 

If the proqram is successfully loaded, the platen will index or the 
printing element will do an upshift-downshift, depending on whether 
the terminal is in the automatic or the uncontrolled mode. 

This loading action ~ay be taken at any time, but only at terminal 
zero. It does not affect the documen't being prepared at that, terminal. 

If the prograM nam(~ cannot be found in the internal directory, the 
system will type: 

ILLEGAL ACTION 

and iqnore the request. 

NUHBER 01" USERS 

Por 'Monitorinql purposes, the number of active terminals at any moment 
m.ay be found by the action: 

ATTN u CR 
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The computer will respond by typing: 

xx USERS 

vlhere xx is the number of terminals on line I including the requesting 
terminal. 
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DESK COHPUTER - -
The ATS terminal may also be used as a desk computer. To do computing, 
the terminal operator must first clear his \!-lorking storage and then 
go into the uncon"trolled mode. Then, using any of the ATS correction 
features, all the numbers and formulas in the calculation are entered. 
Nhen the result is to be found, the action: 

ATTN ! c CR 

will cause the computation to take place. (This action is analogous 
to actuating the Total key on an ad~ing machine.) 

One restriction on the use of the desk computer is that the "1" key 
and not the lowercase "L" r"l.ust be used for the nUMeral one. For this 
reason, the Manifold or similar printing element should be used and 
the action ATTN ! 1 CR taken (see "Format Control" in the section 
"Entering Text"). If the ope~ator should neglect to take the above 
action, the computer will type: 

USE ~·~ANI FOLD FONT 

and ignore the request. 

Care must be taken that no BKSP ATTN or ATTN a, f, h, +, or stop code 
actions are entered while in the desk computer mode. Should any of 
the above actions be used, the system will type: 

INVALID CHARACTER 

and ignore the request.· This Message will also be printed if any 
tabs or backspaces are discovered in the characters entered. 

ENTERING NUHBERS 

Numbers may be entered with or without decimal points and with the 
decimal point in any position. Thus, the numbers: 

12 
.0005 
285769.3 

may be added together and the COMputer will alig~ the decimal point 
aut.ornatically. 

The: accumulator of the desk COMputer is nine digits long, and thus, 
the largest number of significant digits entered cannot exceed this 
amount. If the operator atteMpts a calculation with numbers exceeding 
nin.e significant digits, the computer v"ill type: 

INVALID FORHAT 

and iqnore the request. 
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Although a number nine diqits loner is quite large (approxiMately nne 
billion), some calculations will require larger numbers. These very 
large nUMbers are entered by expressing the number multiplied by a 
power of ten. The size of the flower of ten indicates the number of 
tiMes the decimal point is to be shifted to the right. For example: 

27567. x 10 exn(4) 

means that 4 zeros follow the number 27567, thus: 

275670000 

The ATS desk cOMputer function uses the letter "E" to denote "times 
ten to the nower". -Thus: 

275670000. = 27567E4 

The hiqhest nuMber possible in the ATS desk computer is: 

999999999. x 10 ex~(999) 

This nur.lber l;vould be typed as: 

999999999E999 

In addition to l,vri ting very large numbers as a number times a powler 
of ten, very small numbers may be expressed as a number multiplied 
by a negative power of ten. (10 means 1/10) The size of the negative 
power of ten indicates the number of times the decimal point is to 
be shifted to the left. For example: 

1 x 10 (exp ( - 5) 

indicates that a decimal point and five zeros precede the "1": 

.000001 

This would also be typed in the "E" notation. Thus: 

.000001 = .lE-5 

The smallest number possible (other than zero) in the ATS desk cOlnputer 
is: 

.000000001 x 10 exp(-999) 

This number ~'lould be typed as: 

.00000000lE-999 

Nhen ''lorking Ni th numbers that are close to the limits of the system, 
it is possible to overflow the accumulator. If this should occur in 
either direction, the system will type: 

OVERFLOhT 

and cease the calculation. 
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ADDITION 

The addition operation is indicated by either the plus sign or carrier 
return. Numbers in any acceptable notation may be added together 
usil1.q either addition indication mixed in the same computation. For 
example: 

is an acceptable format. 

SUB~rRACTION 

.001 +'3E-6 CR 
67 CR 
9765 CR 

The subtraction operation is indicated by the minus or dash key. 
Thus: 

10 - 5 

indicates 10 minus 5. In addition, the minus siqn is used to express 
negative numbers. Thus, the above calculation could also be 'itlri tten: 

-5 + 10 

with the same result. 

MUL~~IPLICATION 

The Multiplication operation is indicated by the asterisk (upshift 
8). Thus: 

5*10 

means 5 times 10. 1\1ultiplication can also be implied by parentheses 
as described below. 

DIVISION 

The division operation is indicated by the slash key. Thus: 

10/2 

means 10 divided by 2. 
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If an attempt is Made to divide by zero, the system will typE~: 

ZERO DIVISOR 

and cease the calculation. 

PRIORITY OF OPERATIONS 

Calculations involving addition or subtraction and multiplication or 
division are handled in priority: Multiplication and division first, 
then addition and subtraction. Thus, the calculation: 

6+10*2 

means 6 plus the quantity 10 tiMes 2, and the calculation: 

6-10/2 

means 6 minus the quantity 10 divided bv 2. 

Multiple additions or subtractions and Multiple multiplications and 
divisions are computed in ordcir. Thus: 

6*10/2*4 

means 6 times 10, that auantity divided bv 2, and that quantity 
multiplied by 4. The computed answer is 120. 

PARENTHESES 

When it is necessary to indicate a special priority of operations, 
expressions may be enclosed in parentheses. Thus: 

(6*10) / (2*4) 

means 6 times 10, that result divided by 2 times 4. The computed 
anS\ver is 7.5. 

Multiplication may be implied by parentheses. Thus: 

2(10+5) 

means 2 times 10-plus-5 and the result is 30. ~'1ultiplication mav 
also be explicitly stated. The ATS desk computer will accept this 
format, and the above expression rna v be typed: 

2*(10+5) 

';vith the saMe result. 
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NestE~d parentheses may also be used. In this case the innermost 
exprE~ssions are evaluated first and then the outermost. For example, 
the calcula'tion: 

2 «2+3) (4+7» 

means 2 plus 3, tha.t result times the total of 4 plus 7 and the 
resulting total tines 2. The computed answer is 110. The maximum 
nUMbE~r of nested pairs of parentheses that may be used in a single 
expression is 40. 

POt1ERS AND ROOTS 

PO\lTers are indicated by the single quote or prime. Thus: 

3'4 

means 3 to the fourth power and the result is 81. 

Roots are indicated by the double quot~e or double prime. 'l'hus: 

27"3 

is the cube root of 27, which is 3. 

A number may be raised to any integral pOvler less than tour digits 
in length or to any integral root less than 21. Fractional powers 
are expressed as follows: 

{.0756'2)"3 

which Means .0756 to the two-thirds power. 

If an exponent in decimal fraction form is entered following the 
sinqle or double quote Mark or if the exponent is greater than the 
limits specified, the system will type: 

INVALID EXPONENT 

and iqnore the request. The only valid exponents are integral variables 
or digits: exponents in parentheses or othen..yise encumbered will be 
noted as invalid. 

PO~'lers and roots have priority over Multiplication and division. 
Thus~ 

3'3/27"3 

means 3 cubed divided by the cube root of 27 and the result is 9. 

Any number to the zero power is, by definition, equal to 1. Thus: 

.007654'0 

is equal to 1. 
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FACTORIALS 

In some calculations it is desirable to find factorials. (A factorial 
is a number times the number minus 1, times the number minus 2, etc., 
or N*(N-l)*(N-2) •••• *1.) This operation is expressed using the 
exclamation mark. Thus: 

4! 

means 4 factorial and the result is 24. 

This calculation is defined only for integral numbers and: 

O! 

is defined as equal to 1. 

Like exponents, factorials have priority over multiplication and 
division. Thus: 

24/4! 

means 24 divided by 4 factorial and the result is 1. 

VARIABLES 

In addition to computations with numbers, variables may also be used. 
A variable May be expressed as a single letter. This scheme will 
allow 26 variable~to be used in a single computation. 

All variables in an expression must be equated to a value. This value 
may be a number, another mathematical expression or another variable. 
Each variable is defined on a single line with the variable on the 
left. The definition of variable must always follow the expression 
where i! ~ used. For example: ---- ---

P «I+I/Q) 'X) 
X=Q*N 
0=4 
N=l 
P=IOO 
I=.0485 

The first line is the expression to be evaluated; this expression is 
a formula for finding the amount of money obtained with I" interest 
compounded Q times a year for N years, given an initial principal of 
P. 

NOTE: In every case the variable is defined after it is used in an 
expression. 

In most computations of the above type, it is desirable to vary one 
or more of the variables to determine ,-,hat happens to the value of 
the expression. This may be accomplished by typing the new value of 
the variable and taking the: 

ATTN c CR 
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action again. Th~ rule is that the last entered value of the variable 
is used in the computation. Thus, in the fOrMula given above, the 
variable I (interest) might be varied by simply typing: 

I = .049 

and recomputing the problem. As many variables as desired may be 
varied in this Manner. The last given value 'will be used in the 
calculation for each variable. The automatic clearing of the numbers 
entered is suppressed if any variable is entered or if any format 
error is recognized by the desk computer program. 

If no definition of a variable is entered, the system will type: 

X UNDEFINED 

where X represents the letter de~i~nator of the first undefined 
variable. The operator may then equate that variable to a value and 
take the compute action again. 
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TABLE 1. 

OPERATIONAL REQUESTS 

The following requests must be made when the carrier is at the left 
margin stop. Each request must end with Carrier Return. 

Dicrit (s) 
Hnemonic Resuired 

ATTN a Optional 
ATTN as Optional 

ATTN c No 
ATTN d Yes* 
ATTN e Yes 

ATTN f No 
ATTN g Yes* 
ATTN h No 
ATTN i Yes 
ATTN j Optional 
ATTN jn Optional 
ATTN m No** 
ATTN n No 
ATTN p Optional 
ATTN pO No 
ATTN pn Optional 
ATTN r No 
ATTN s Yes*** 
ATTN t Yes 
ATTN t Yes and No 

ATTN u Optional 
ATTN uc Optional 
ATTN + Yes 
ATTN Yes 

ATTN 

Heaninq 

Automatic Mode 
Automatic r..tode - Suppress 

space bebveen paragraphs 
Clear Horking Storage 
Delete Stored Document 
Erase Line(s) and/or 

Unit (s) 
Footing Hode 
Get Document from Storage 
Heading Tl10de 
Insert 
LTustify 
Justify ,.,ith unit Numbers 
~1essage 

Next Line or Unit Number 
Print 
Print as Entered 
Print with Unit Numbers 
Reprint Page 
Store 
Transmit Message 
Transfer DocuP1ent to/from 

Tape 
Uncontrolled Mode 
Line Centering Mode 
Additional Lines 
Reference to Previous 

Line/Unit 
See Table 2 

section Reference 

Entering Text 
Entering Text 

Clearing \Jorking Storage 
Storing a Document 
Correction Procedures 

Special Modes 
Storing a Document 
Special Hodes 
Correction Procedures 
Printing a Document 
Printing a Document 
Message Transmission 
Correction Procedures 
Printing a Document 
Printing a Document 
Printing a Document 
Printing a Document 
Storing a Document 
Message Transmission 
Storing a Document 

Entering Text 
Special Modes 
Entering Text 
Correction Procedures 

The following requestn may be made anywhere on the line, not necessarily 
at the left margin stop: 

Action ]\1eaninq section Reference 

ATTN CARRIER RETURN 
ATTN BACKSPACE(S) 
ATTN ATTN "CHARACTER" 

Delete Line or Unit 
Erase Character(s) 
Stop Code**** 

Correction Procedures 
Correction Procedures 
Stop Codes 

* 

** 

*** 

**** 

In addition to the digits, a special "lock code" might be 
required. 

Terminal zero is permitted to key digits to identify the 
output device for which a message is desired. 

In addition to the digits, at least ten characters are 
required to identify the document. A special "lock code" 
is optional. 

In the Heading and Footing modes this action is interpreted 
as a request for page numbering. 
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TABLE 2. 

ATTENTION EXCLAMATION ACTIONS 

Hnemonic -,---
ATTN ! c 

ATTN f 

ATTN Ig 

ATTN 1 

ATTN 1 DIGITS 

ATTN -t··-t 

ATTN ! u 

Meaning 

Compute 

Form letter 1'1ode 

storage Report 

Type Element Identi
fication 

Number of Lines on 
a Page 

Tab Rack Setting 

Number of Users 

Section Reference 

Desk Computer 

Special ~1odes 

storing a Document -
Storage Reports 

Entering Text -
Format Control 

Entering Text -
Format Control 

Entering Text -
Format Control 

Special Features 

The following actions may only be taken from terminal zero. 

A'I'TN cd Card to Disk or 
A'I'TN cd Tape to Disk 

A'I'TN P ~rAB Name Peripheral Program 
Request 

A'I'TN ! r Reel Moun'ting and 
Demounting 

A'I'TN ! s Shutdown ATS System 

ATTN t96 Transmit to Upper/ 
Lower Case Chain 
Direct 

ATTN t97 Transmit to Tape 
Direct 

A'1~TN t98 Transmi t to Printer 
Direct 

A'1~TN t99 Transmi t to Punch 
Direct 
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Special Features -
Input from Cards 
or Tape 

Special Fea.tures 

Storing a Document
Storage and Retrieval 
from Tape 

System Shutdown 

Special Features -
Special Peripheral 
Option 

Special Features -
Special Peripheral 
Option 

Special Features -
Special Peripheral 
Option 

Special Features -
Specia.l Peripheral 
Option 
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